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Educational Electronics atBSC 
by Gene. Manning 
Dial acces is a sophisticated 
automated media control system 
Operated by highly qualified 
technicians and effectively serves 
the college community in media 
programitlg. "We believe'it to be the 
only operatioal audio and video dial 
accesssible system in the coul)try. 
It's one""bf a kind. Ithas capabilities 
beyond any other/' said Bob Gibbs. 
We have completely automated the 
system, right now it's not operating 
to its full potential due to lack of 
money and personnel!. The .dial 
access control area is located on the 
ground floor of the library. It is 
possible to have as many as 12 video 
and 240 audio programs at a time. 
Bob Gibbs and Walter Deady do 
their own editing and . recording of 
programs and offer student tape 
copying , services' (students must 
supply their own tape) doing, as 
many .as 100 a week. There are 
currently 58 colorl11onitors 
throughout the Maxwell Library on 
which to view video programs and 
to listen to various audio selections. 
The operating hours of the Dial 
Access ~ System -are: Monday 
through Friday 8am to llpm. The 
audio portion is available on 
weekends : 12:00·4:00 on Saturday 
, and 12:00-6:00pm on Sunday. With 
the entire system automated the 
programming can be arranged in 
conjunction with library hours, 
"Professors can schedule the 
individual programs they want as 
, Dial Access makes available more 
than 500 educational video taped 
presentations", ,noted Mr. Gibbs. 
"We service just about all of the 
college departments. We have 
access to feed video programs to 
every room in the main library from 
the control center on the main 
floor.'" 
. As might be imagined, the upkeep 
of the system is a large job but Bob 
~nd Walter are also responsible for 
maintaining the Lallguage Lab 
eqUipment, the Library Lecture Hall 
and advising the Student Union, 
Music and other departments on 
the purchase of equipment. 
Mr. Gibbs noted; "Te only reason 
:his place exists is b~cause ofthe 
:Ore sight of' the late D~:. Henry 
rtosen. who: understood .. the 
"IotentiaJ of such a systel!l. Through 
his efforts the center became an_ 
actuality. Since we've been here we 
have not taken any equipment for 
outside service. No repairmen have 
come here. It is all done in house." 
'Bob Gibbs and Walter Deady are 
no strangers to the world' of media 
equipment. . Infact . Bridgewater 
State probably has the best qualified, 
people in the Northeast workinS, 
maintaining, and planning their 
media' system. 
Mr. Bob Gibbs; a 30 year veteran 
of General Electric, worked on the 
development of TV teceiver~ during 
the eaily stages qnd dealt with 
marketing all over the world. 
He has worked in 38 countries, 
'designing, setting up. and 
manufacturing televisions forG.E. 
licensees and affiliates. He has 
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worked in educational T.V. since its 
inception in the early 50's and dealt 
with 37 colleges and schools around 
the US as, a consultant in designing 
media systems. In the early 70's, 
Bob and Walter teamed up to start a 
company that developed computer 
display screens and in 1974, both 
came to' BSC. The Dial Access 
equipment was here but was not 
operational at that time. Bob and 
Walter and Paul Kingston, pat·time 
, technician, redesigned and installed 
the equipment for its present 
capacity. Perhaps the best way .to 
describe the system now is to refer 
to the '78 Homecoming Theme. In a 
media sense~ "The Future is Ours,'1 
as Bob's quote: "There's nothing 
that this equipment can't do~ 
(Cant. on p.lO) 
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Editorials Merry Christmas 
Merry Christmas! For this !tears Christmas Issue of The Comment, 
we have decided to try something new. Because Christmas is very's 
much a children's holiday, we invited first graders from the Burnell 
school to do Christams drawings for us. With the help of Dr. Klukcms of 
the Art Department and of Dr. Rondileau, we selected several for use in 
this issue. We wish that we could have used all of them! We thank the 
children, their teachers and the Burnell school administration for their 
work and cooperation. We appreciate the drawings and the reminder of 
from The Comment 
an often forgetten part of the BSC community. . 
Also, because this is the last issue of the 1970's, we have selected one 
front page from each of the years of the decade and reproduced them on 
pages sixteen through twenty-six of this issue. 
We'd like to wish everyone a happy holiday season. Also, good luck on 




Beginning in January, The 
Comment will have a new Editor-in-
Chief. Daniel' Hall has been elected 
to this position. He will replace 
Karen Tobin, whose term of office is 
over at the end of December. 
Danny Hall has been Sports 
Editor of The Comment since last 
January. He was Sports Editor of his 
high school. newspaper, The 
Walpole High School Rebellion and 
was alst involved in his high school 
yearboo, both for 3 years. A 
sophomc. ·e, Danny lives at the Hill. 
Comme .; .... q on his future 
administr, tion, Danny said "My 
administri. :ion will not bow down to 
any outsi( ~ organizations, like the 
administr; ion or the SGA. If 
something is worth printing--good 
or bad news-owe will print it 
regardless of the c0l1sequenc:es, 
keeping with the tradition of Karen 
Tobin's administration." 
Karen Tobin has been Editor-in-
Chief since last January. She was 
previously Cultural Arts Editor for 
two years. Karer. has also' been 
involved in Choral Society during 
her tenure as editor and has 
previously been i,1")volved in the 
Ensemble Theatre. the SGA Senate 
and the Action Center for Women. 
On her year as Editor-in-Chief, 
Karen said, "I think that being Editor 
has been a good experience for me. 
I've learned quite a lot about dealing 
with people and about 
responsibility. I'm very proud of my 
staff and editorial board. I don't 
know where I could ,have found a 
better, more supportive group of 
people." 
·.· ••. "\;}.i,'!':'·t;.})'.:t;,(i(i\;!\:i;;:;i,;'::i 
Top Photo: Editorial Board. 
(Standing lor) Marena Grove. Audrey 
.Oliveira, Sue Asci; T. Michael 
Robertson, Karen Tobin Michael M~Eachern, Joni Dahlene. 
(I{~.eel,ing I-d Greg Dansak, Bob 
D d t · Ed·t . Ch· f K T· Cote, Dzmny Hall. Missing: Jackie anny an curten t or-tn- Ie are. n obm. 'B k" t' t' S· L fl J' CI 
' ec e. • ue a amme, 1m anan. 
I~~·~··"~~~~-~· ~~-:~. -.~~ .. -: -. ~~. ~~~!] Bottom Photo: {Standing l-~ L•· . tt t th' E'det " .t,.ynnetten~chnorbus, Leo Wiltshire, ,'. e· ers' 0 e.. .. lor~.G .. i.l .. BI~s~;" .. Jeff Fe~ngo.lg, Ric.hard ...:.. . _ ~Plckenng~ (Kneehng I-r) Tony 
," . . - .." - . . . . 1. Costello, Tom Leen, Joe McDonald. 
Fight Article Explained 
To the college community, When I' heard that Ms. Kim 
Several(no names) have come up Cleghorn was to be reading from a 
to me concerning the article "Dorm prepared statement) assumed that 
Fight Questioned". I would . like to her's would be the best testimony to 
respond to those comments with print, even though she read her 
these reasons as to why the article statement so fast I could barely keep 
was the way it was. , up. 
1.£ had absolutely no say in where 4.1 am deeply insulted that there is 
the article appeared in The even hinting' at the fact of my and 
Comment. It could have..been put Chip's affiliation at W.BIMLWBIM 
onthe last page for aliI could have had absolutely nothing to do with 
had . to say about H. It was the why I wrote the article! I wrote it out 
decision of the editor to put the of my own concern. and interest. 
article. where she did. Board members Mike' Condry and' 
2. The only mistake I could find in Joe Grella also work at WBIM, yet 
my article was that it was Robert they were allowed to do their job of 
presentation of prodf that I was 
. wrong, along with a request from 
the Editor of The Comment. 
Under no condition will I even 
consider apologizing for writing th,,: 
article. It was a learning experience 






and not Terry tha,t was hit with presiding over the hearing itself. I Dear Scott Hall Officers, 
whatever liquid was fire9 by Chip am NOT trying to protect Chip from Your letter in last week's 
Barone. Also, I was not told that anything! He can certainly stand up Comment reveals. a degree of bias 
there was a tape recording of the for and take care of himself. not acceptable in people' of your 
hearing until after the .article was I was asked to retract and positions. You 'are responsible for 
printed. apologize for! the. article. To the disciplining freshman but are 
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CHI ALPHA "b · " 
1 
- - - - - ~ Everyone is welcome to Chi Alpha, a trans denomina.tional full gospel las ... 
Anno\lncem. en ts M :~~T~~~~~~~~s~~~~~~u=~~tu~_U~Su~_tull-~~ln~_~~u2~5 __ ~O=~ua_nd );:~.\i~~;'y!~2;hink that freshman 
L.. - ..... ---------------. -------.... NEED INFORMA TION? should "spend more time with 
~. -.... ~ ...... -.. .: .............................. -~~~ ....... ---.- --- .. -.. "~.- ..... -.-~~ ........ _ ..... _ .. ~-'.' -_.~.- --... -.~ .. __ ..... . 
CHRISTMAS MASS 
Thursday night December 13, 1979 Christmas Mass before vacation. 
Decorate the Center .at 6pm, Liturgy at 8pm, and Party at 9pm. All 
Welcome! 
THE ARTS MAGAZINE NEEDS YOU 
The deadline for the next issue of The Arts Magazine is January 31. Plan 
to take a httle time during vacation to prepare your creative material for 
submission. We need prose, poetry, black & white photography and 
graphics dealing with any subjects. Photography & graphics, if submitted 
with your name and address on them, will be returned undamaged, after 
publication. We have a mailbox at the SU info booth··submit your 
materials there. We need your help to make the first Spring issue the best 
of the year! 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CONCERT 
The Choral Society of Bridgewat'er State College will present it's Annual 
Christmas Concert on December 14, 1979 at 8:00 p.m. in the campus 
Student Union Auditorium. Admission is free. Four preforming gr JUpS 
will be represented: Women's Glee; Americana Singers; Chamber 
Singers; and the ChoraL They will sing some of your favorite Christmas 
music including portions of Handel's Messiah. Messiah will be 
accompanied by an orchestra made up of youn] professionals from the 
New England Conservatory. Be sure and plan to attend this inspiring 
Christmas Concert and bring your family. 
LOST AND FOUND 
[he Union Desk lost and found will be cleaned out over semester break 
. "d unclaimed items wit! be donated to Salvation Army. If you have lost 
:.. .. } clothing, books, keys, etc. please stop by the Union Desk, located on 
the ground floor of the Student Union, and see if it has been found before 
it's too late! 
········~~Ai.jvE·AND·picKl"N;;·························· .......................................... . 
Be sure to come to the Rat on Thursday Dec. 13, for the last band of the 




Applications are now being accepted from all o~er the Bay State for t~e 
annual Miss Massachusetts Pageant to be held In March, 1980. The MIss 
Massachusetts Pageanf is an afficial Miss USA·Miss Universe Contest. 
There is no "TALENT" requirement. All judging is on the basis of poise, 
personality and beauty of face and f~gure. Applic~nts must be between 18 
and 28 never married and at least SIX months reSident of Massachusetts, 
thus c~llege dorm students are eligable. All girls interested in competing 
for the Title of Miss Massachusetts must write to Miss Massachusetts 
Pageant Headquarters, 480 Boylston St., 2nd Floor, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02116 by January 7, 1980. Letters must include a recent 
photo, a: brief biography and phone nUn1be~. The gi~! chosen as ¥i~s 
Massachusetts will represent the Bay State· m the MISS USA Pageant~ 
nationally televised on CBS· TV in April, 1980. The winner will ?e awared 
a host of prizes including wardrobe, jewelry, and .scholarshlps t? .the 
Barbizon Schools of Modeling, Acting and Fashion MerchandiSIng. 
Deadling is January 7, 1980. 
TOYS FOR TOTS .... , 
The Bridgewater Fire Dept., in ~~op~ratl~m With the South Weymouth 
Marine Corps Reserve, is partlclpatmg In the Annual Toys for T?ts 
'Campaign. Anyone wishin? to do~ate new or used t~ys shouldbnng 
them to the Bridgewater Fire Statlon. 
-~~ ............. ::::::::: ...... _ ......... _ ..... ~ .................... w ••• __ ........ ~ .... ---;-......... - .............. ~ ...... - ........................................ "' .......................... .. 
COFFEEHOUSE 
The Action Center for Women is sponsoring a coffeehouse Thurs:, Dec. 
13th from 7·10 p.m. in the S.U. Formal Dining Room. A vanet¥ of 
musicians will provide. entertainment. There is NO CHARGE. DrInks 
and munchies will be available All ages welcome! 
_ ......................................... .. 
.. _ ............. -- .... -..... _ ...... _ .................................................................. ~ ..... . 
········uNiiEO··WAY INTERN PROGRAM . 
United Way of America is offering a unique program for semors 
graduatingin May 1980. The one yearintern Program h~s .as its purpose 
"to provide an intensive and ac~elerated one:year tral.mng for y~)Un~ 
people in preparation for pro~esslOnal c~reer.s 10 the United· Way field. 
Interns recieve salaries and fnnge benefIts, ~lth no;~alary ~elow $1?,OOO 
per year. Applications for June 1980 In~ershlp posItions Will be avatl~ble 
in January 1980. For additional informatIon on the backgrounds r~g.U1red 
(all majors are eligible) and program, contact the Career Plannmg ,and 
Placement Office. 
········CLEAi'iAiii·A"WARDS····· 
. _. ~ -._--_ ........ " .................. -...... --.......................... " ........... ".'" 
Again, for the sixth consecutive year, the Southeastern Mass~c~usetrs 
Lung Association (SEMLA) along with other l~ng assoCiations lJ1 
Massachusetts, is seeking nominations for the Chnstmas Seal ~eople s 
Clean Air Awards. "This highly successful pr~gram :vasde51~ned to 
acknowledge outstanding efforts made by mdus~nes, busmes~e~, 
agencies or municipalities, to control air pollution and fight for clean aIr ~n 
the state", says Cesar Alemp.n, executive director of SEMLA. Anyone In 
Massachusetts can submit nominations from now to Februar~, 1980. 
Awards will be presented in the spring. Facilities eligible to enter mcl~de, 
but are not limited to, utilities, foundaries, incinerators, ~eavy and light 
manufacturing, waste disposal facilities and transportation programs. 
Nominations from the five counties of Southeastern Massachusetts·· 
Dukes, Barnstable, Plymouth, Nantucket and Bristol, should be semt tp 
SEML,A, P.O. Box 43, Middleboro, not later than February 1, 1980, or 
call 947·7204 for more information. 
········ATiEiViioi'isENioR·EDUCATioN·MAJORS······.······ ......... :. 
Ther~ is an excellent booklet to help you in your job search ~h~s yea:-. It 1S 
~ntitled ASCUS 80, Teaching Opportunities For You, and It.IS avatlable 
in the Career Planning and Placement Office. Some of the tOPICS. cov~red 
are: Factors used to select teacher candidates, the resume, gettmg ~J?b, 
the interview & how to prepare for it~ overs:as opport~mtles, 
alternatives, and certification offices in the U:S.A. ThIS booklet wlll be of 
great help. Stop in today to pick up your copy. 
Don't Know Where To Go For The Answers? If you have any questions academics than sticking (their noses 
about the various teacher education programs at 8.S.C., there is ) where they don't belong." 
someone who can help. Dr. Ray Harper Dean of Professional Education. 1 mmatu re also was your 
Open office hours every Monday 9·11 or by appointment. Room L·31 1. statement that I, "under false pre-
........................................................................................... .............................. tenses, attempted to gain access (to 
TOUR OF THE HOLY LAND the hearing) as a member of the 
"lrofessor Robert Briggs of the Bridgewater Foreign Language Comment staff. Therefore. 
)epartment will be hosting a "Bible Lands Journey" scheduled to depart evidence shows I had lied through 
on December 27 , 1979. This eight·day tour will feature visits to Jordan, my teeth!" I AM a member of the 
Terusalem, Nazareth and Bethlehem. Faculty and students who might Comment staff, and 1 don't see how 
be interested in participating in this tour of the Holy Land are cordially declaring that I am is a lie! Second, [ 
invited to contact Professor Briggs for further details. Professor Briggs did NOT attempt to gain access to 
may be reached at 697·8321, ext. 342(office), or 697·7685(home). the hearing as a Comment staff 
.. .................................................................................................... .................. member, but rather as a concerned 
LECTURE OF FORENSIC SCIENCE student. Third, 1 attacked you in 
Dr. Michael Camp of North Eastern University will give a lecture on your official roles as members of a 
Forensic: Science "What can and can't be done about the law?" on public·related group, but you attack 
Thursday December 13th at 4:00 v.m. in Rm 332 Conant Science ·ed me on a personal basis. Are you 
Building. Admission is free, all are welcome. SURE you are not all freshman??? 
.............. _ ................................................... _ ..... -.............. -.................................. Also, the reference I made to 
.............................. ............. ....... ........ .............................................................. President Rondileau IS important. 
BSC JAZZ BAND Rondileau declared that disciplinary 
Looking for new members. Don't put your instrument away just because matters must win campus.wide 
your in college. C'rnon down at 4:15·5:30 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday in consent, _and I claimed that this just 
TilIinghost·T·l or contact Prof Gannon ext. 293 or Steve Mills Scott Hall isn't happening-_ when concerned 
rm 307 ext 356 or 357 All are welcome. Especially needed: Trombones, stu den t s are bar red fro m 
pianist, tuba and sasces. disciplinary hearings! Your failure to 
.......................................................................................................................... understand the importance of this is 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB another example of your 
The Human Performance Lab in Kelly Gymnasium will be open to aU incompetency as judicial officers. 
B.S.C. students on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday aftern~on's You claim that you are publicly 
from 3·5. explaining your actions now 
········"G·ooi)·EMPLoyMENi·o-vrLOOI<····················· ...................... . 
According to the College Placement Council's national study of 667 
public and private sector employers, the employment outlook for many 
types of college graduates will continue to be good, barring any sudden 
downturn in the economy. Fifty percent expect their economic outlook 
to improve for the remainder of 1979. Thirteen percent anticipate 
substantial improvement, 37 percent expect slight improvement, and 
another 35 percent foresee no change from the first six months of 1979. 
The main factor in this year's busy recruiting season was the keen 
competition for engineering graduates. Engineering showed the 
strongest gains with a· 22 percent increase in hires. T~e 
science/math/technical category recorded a 19 percent advance, whrle 
employers indicated they had hired 12 percent more students with 
business· related degrees than in the previous year. In the non·technical 
category--which includes liberal arts··graduates showed an overall five 
percent gain. Metal/metal products registered the largest percenta~e 
increase among employer industries, with 46 percent, foHowed by pubhc 
utilities. with 44, pE!~t:E!.nt .an,d. chE!micals/c;1rl1g~ .• 9t 41J)erpertt Oth~! 
employer· cc:ttegOr;ie$-r~orting inoreases ()f'teh PE::r~~t.or·(m~re· ~ere 
publicacco,ynting, petroleum, and aerosp,ace/electromcs/ 
instrumentation. 
-······"EXTENSioN·FOR·CERTN~j"EXAMiNAiioNS··-··········· ....... . 
Due to unforeseen delays in the reproduction and distribution of the 
following announcements, it is necessary to extend the last filing ?~te in 
order to meet the statutory requirement of three weeks for the ftllllg of 
applications. For the examinations listed below, the Last Date for Filing 
Applications has been extented until: December 14, 1.979. Ann, ~~. 4~18 
Receiving Teller State Service, Ann. No. ?6~3 VocatIonal RehablhtatI~:m 
Counselor Mass. Rehabilitation CommISSIon, Ann. No. 5647 JUnIor 
Accountant State Department of Public Works, Ann. No;S648 Junior 
Accountant State Department of Public Welfare, Ann. No. 5704 
Supervisor of Local Taxation State Department of Revenue. 
WRITING CENTER . 
Thke Writing Center at B.S.C. exists to provide students with tutonal 
help in writing. Students are free to drop in during Writing Center hou.rs 
and discuss their writing problems and to arrange a schedule of tutonal 
sessions. The Writing Center hours for the Fall 1979 semester are; 
Monday 8:00·11:00 AM, Tuesday 9:00 -3;00 PM, Wednesday, 8:00 AM· 
1:00PM, Thursday 9:00 AM ·3:00 PM, ~nday 8:00 AM . 11:00 AM. The 
Writing Center is located in MaxweU Llbrary.238·and·can be called by 
dialing campus extension 545. ' 
BIBLE LANDS JOURNEY -
Professor Robert Briggs of the Bridgewater Foreign/Language 
Department will be hosting a "Bible Lands J0ll:rney" sche?~led to depart 
on December 27, 1979. This eight day tour Will feature VISits to Jordan, 
Jerusalem Nazareth and Bethelehem. Faculty and students who might 
be interested in parti~jpating in this tour of the Holy Land are cordially 
invited to contact Professor Briggs for further details. Professor Briggs 
may be reached at 697-8321, ext. 342 {office}, or 697·7685 (home.) 
········ciiiiDREi-is·PHYsicA"L·DEvELoPMENTAi·cLINiE······ 
Clinic Applications Available for ssc Stl,l-dents Applications are now 
being accepted for assistant clinicians .and clinician positions for the 
Spring, 1980 session of the Children's Physical Developmental c1in.ic. 
Positions are open for current Freshmen, Sophomores, and JUnior 
students in Health and Physical EducatiQn, Special Education, Early 
Childhood Education, Elementary Education, Secondary EdUcation, 
Social Work, Psychology. Applications canbe obtained from Dr. Joseph 
Huber in Office, No. 103 qr in the main office of the-Health and Physical 
Edu"cation Department in Kelly Gymnasium. The application deadline is 
Friday, Dec. 21, 1979. 
········PIYi3LIEiiBRARY USE . . . _. 
The Bridgewater Public Library would like to remmd potential library 
users that positive identification, with your name and addres~, must be . 
presented at the libraryinorder to obtain a libr~ry card. C~lldren a~d 
students under 18 must bring a parent or guardian to the lIbrary WIth 
positive identification before a library card can be issued. 
because you are "decent people." 
NO. The only reason you are 
explaining your actions is because 
my letter attacks you for never 
having done so· before; and states 
that you are exceeding your powers 
if you don't do so from now on. 
You claim also that if I had come 
to you as a concerned student in the 
first' place your "actions may have 
been different. N UNTRUE. I was 
denied admission by the House 
Mother because I was not a Scott 
Hall resident. I told her only that I 
was a concerned student. And when 
1 tried to enter the hearing but was 
not allowed inside, I said 1 wanted to 
know what the case was about. Did. 
yt;)l4ngtJet.r,n~in?~9ause I ~aslate? 
-The'onlyreason l\s;as' Jate;~ar' 
because I spent IS minutes arguing . 
with the House Mother in an 
attempt to get into the hearing! And 
don't think you are kidding anyone: 
you did not explain your acti~:ms to. 
then, you" would have never 
explained them before, and you 
would not have explaind them now if 
. it wasn't for my letter! 
. You have insulted the entire 
freshman class and revealed your 
bias and incompetency as. members 
of an importa.ntdisciplinary board, 
Please resign from the board before 
you hurt someone. .' 
Disapointedly yours, 





As one of the several students at 
RS.C. who .. hassome physical 
impairment, I am greatly angered at 
i:he act:...:n.;of some people, andJack 
of ~eaction by the Director's Office -
re: the S.U.elevator. 
The problem is that frequently 
person's who use t~at elevator, 
(which is only acceSSible by key) 
lock it in the off position at ~hateve~ 
floor they are on and leave It so ~nt:l 
they decide to return., thus makmg It 
impossible for anyone on any other 
.floor to call for the car with their key. 
We, . who have access to. th.e 
elevator, do so because It IS 
extremely difficult for us to usarthe 
stairs, and these person's actions 
are causing great disadvantag~s to 
~. h I have made a suggestion to t e 
Director's office that ,migllL h~lp 
remedy this problem, ·but over the 
course of this semester, 'no action 
has been: taken. Quite simply,. if . a 
buzzer were installed in the car, and 
connectecl tn thata person could set 
.... ~~~~ '·(Contonp.4) 
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r'An=!=:::r~~;;Z;;;;;m~~::::~EplO:Vlftl.~C~lteO~s~¥ft . artwork form the Massachusetts Correctional Institution of Bridgewater. 
The works on display are the result of the Massachusetts Prison Art (Cont. from p.3) Project. The Project provides workshops in the visual and performing it oft at any other floor with their TRUSTEE POLICY REGARDING OUTSTANDING DEBTS It is the policy of the Board ofT rustees of State Colleges and of each of its 
member State Colleges, effective September 20, 1979, that students or former students at any of the State Colleges who are listed by the financial office of said State College as having unpaid debts for tuition, 
room, board, medical or other College related charges where said debts have not been discharged by operation of law or where deferred payment of said debts has not been agreed to by said College will not (1) be issued any diploma to which said students might otherwise be 
entitled; (2) be permitted to register for any program at any State College for which said students might otherwise be eligible; and (3) be furnished a 
certified copy of any State College transcript (unless said transcript is 
needed to obtain any benefits related to service in the United States 
armed forces) although said students will be entitled, upon written 
request, to inspect and review uncertified copies of their transcripts. 
h h Th h b '11 key, then wherever the car was artsfor the inmates in t e major Massac useits prisons. e ex i it WI person(s) near by would know that be presented through December and the public is invited to view it during regular library hours. it was needed elsewhere and unlock the hold switch. 
fREE TUITION 
Join the Massachusetts National Guard and recieve 100% free tuition to 
any sate funded college or university. Participating colleges; Community Col1eges-B~rkshire Co:nmunity College, Bristol Community College, Bunke~ HIli Commu~lty College, Cape Cod Community College, Greenfield CommunIty College, Holyoke Community College, Massachusetts Bay Community College, Massasoit Community College, Middlesex Community C~llege; Mount Wachusett ComlJilnity College, Northern Essex CommunIty College, North Shore Community Community College, Quinsigamond Community College, Springfield Tech. Community College, Roxbury Community College. State Co~lege~.University of Lowell, Southeastern Massachusetts University, Umverslty of Massachusetts-Boston, University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Fitchburg State College, Westfield State College, Bridgewater State College, North Adams State College, Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Massachusetts School of Art, Worcester State College, Salem State College, Boston State College, Framingham State College. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800·638-7600 
CHEMISTRY CLUB 
Dr. Michael Camp of NorthEastern University will give a lecture on Forensic Science "What can and can't be done about the Law?" on Thursday, December 13th, 1979, at 4:00 p.m. in Rm. 332 Conant Science Building· Admission Free-all are welcome. 
STONE AND METALWORK COLLECTION 
Marjode Teitelbaum, an Assistant Professor at Bridgewater State College and a teacher at the Burnell School, will exhi.bit a collection of 
stone and metalwork at the Bridgewater Public Libr~ry through mid-December. She became interested in rocks about twerVe years ago and during summer vacations she would travel around the country collecting 
rocks with her son. She then taught herself how to cut and facet these ·~~i}AAi .~ex:tak,i1)g metalwo*ingclasses .~t Bridgewa,t~r.State. College. and at Southeastern Massachusetts UniVersity, she has been abJe to fashion many interesting pieces of jewelry and other items of stone and 
metal. The public is invited to view this exhibit during regular library hours. 
·· .. ·· .. ATTENiioi,isENI6Rs .. ·····• .. ··· .. ···,·············· ............ : ..................... . 
Graduate School-for ~hose considering graduate and professional 
school, now is the time to start planning. Reference· books and 
considerable information on schools and the pJocess are available in the Career Planning and Placem(~ht Office. 
.. ·-····iHi·socIAi·AciioN·cLiiii·-.. · .... ··········· .. · .. · .... · .. -... -......... -..... . 
The Social Action Club is a club that is made up of Anthropology, Sociology, and Social Work majors. We have many activities planned for 
our foHowing year and could use as. much help as possible. Come ,all are 
welcome; help us help others. Every Tuesday at 11:00 in Library 5. 
· .... ···CARPENTER··SHOP .... ·· .. ···· .. -··-··· .. ··· .. -·· .... ···-·· ...................... -.; .. :: ... . 
We are an interdenominational Christian fellowship sharing the Lord. 
. with eachother. We meet Tuesday at 11:00 inLoung 4 across from the. Information Booth and Thursday at 11:00 in the Green Room. All are welcome. 
...................... _- ..... _- ............... -..... -... -- .~ .. ~ .. -: .......... : " ....... ~ ............... " ..... -- ............. -............. -................................................................. .. 
-··-.. -·FRE~ijM~N-RECORD-.. ~· .. ······· .. ·:-.. · .. · .. · .. · .. ······: ............ -.......... .. 
Please pick up your copy of the Freshman Record in the SGA offices .. 
·· .. ···-s.'iXEMPLOYMENT·APPiicAYiONS .. -·········-··--.. ··· .. ·· ......... -.. . 
The Studer:,t Union is now accepting student employment applications for the ~pnng 1980 semester. Applications may be picked up at the Informatlon Booth located o.n the main floor of the S'tudent Union. 
·-.. : .. ·OIjj··coi(j'Ny-vOLiiNiARy-Acijol~j"cENiEii· .... ··-·· .. ·· .. ~eeded-~Young adults to arrange activities for retarded citizens. The 
cO'mmitment will he two evenings a month, for length of school year. The 
second Thursday of{:;!ach month will be to plan a social event to be held 
on the fourth Thursday of each month. Anyone interested in this Volunteer Opportunity should contact the Old Colony Voluntary Action Center 588-3460." . . 
-- .... -- ....... _ .. - --- ..... -_ ..... -. -- - ... _- - ..... - .......... -- .. " - ... " ---.- .. --"- ---- ...... -- .. -_ .... -- .-- ........ ~ --- ........ -- .......... __ .. __ .. ___ .......... w_ .......... _ .. _ TO ALL WHO PLA Y TABLE TENNIS & BILLIARDS Sign up now for the Game Room Tournaments--the deadline is December 21. Schedule of matches to be posted after Christmas break. Cost is only $1.00. Trophies for first and second place! Winners go to Regionals! (sponsored by the Student Union Program Committee) 
......... -- ..... "" -_ .. _._- ---- --- .... -- ... -- .. --- ..... -- -- ~ .............. -- .. -- .. " -.... --. -- -- ........ _ ...... _ ....... -_. -............. -...... -......................................... -PARKlNGBAN 
Effective December 1,1979 an overnight parking ban on Summer St., in front of Boyden Hall, will be enforced. Any car found there at night will be towed. 
LIBRARY SMCL 
A brochure available at the circulation desk of the Clement C. Maxwell Library explains the services of Southeastern Massachusetts Cooperating Libraries, better known as SMCL. In existence since 1968, SMCL offers students, faculty members and other users of eac.h of its 
member libraries the resources of all of them. Materials may either be borrowed in person by presentation of one's college 10 card, or a ~ree inter-institutional delivery service may be. utilized. It is also possible to 
arrange for photocopying of materials at any member library upon payment of a nominal fee. Bridgewater's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000 volumes available to members of the colllege 
community. Participating institutions in addition to Bridgewater, are Southeastern Massachusetts University, Stonehill College, Wheaton College, Brockton Public Library, Brockton VA Medical Center Library 
and Taunton Public Library. 
THE CLEMENT C. MAXWELL LIBRARY-REGULA TIONS FOR USE OF BULLETIN BOARDS 
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan, Librarian, has issued the following regulations governing student use of bulletin boards in the Clement C. Maxwell Library:--Notices must be related to college activities.·Notices must be 
stamped by the library secretary before posting; otherwise they will be removed from the bulletin boards. It is requested that standard grammar 
and spelling norms be observed.·Those posting notices ar'€ responsible for removing them when theY.are outdated.·Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15" x 18" nor smaller than 5" x T.-Notices of activities which will continue throughout the year should 
nevertheless be changed from time to time-or they run the risk of being 
overlooked.·No more than three notices of the same activity may be placed at the same time on library bulletin boards.-The libraryreserves the right to remove any notices considered inappropriate. 
CHI ALPHA 
Do somethings bog you down? Do you feel fike you need some extra help 
now and then? If you have a problem,or a need, or want just good old 
support-wewould like to pray for you. If you want someone to pray for you simply slip a piece of paper with your request on it into locker 
number 249 in the Student Union (ground floor). Someone will be keeping your request in prayer. Sponsored by Chi-Alpha. 
·~··'·--EOLLEGE·piACEMENT·ANNVAi .. ·--· .... ·· .. · .... --· .. ··-·· .. · ..... -.... -. 
An invaluable help to you in your job search this year is the College Placement Annual. It contains inforrr.ation on over 1200 companies.arid 
agencies which recruit nationwide for All college majors. To get your free 
copy, come to the career planning and placement office. Supplies are 
. limited, so these will be given out on :\ first come·first serve basis. It also 
contains valuable information on how to write a resume, the job search, graduate school; and other useftllinformation. 
--.....-- ,. ...... ::.:. ...... " ........... :-......... .. BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Free-A Bible Correspondence c;:ourse from national Correspondence Institute. For more information or to enroll write to 10 Bouve Ave, Brockton,Ma. There is no obligation. This is sponsored by Chi Alpha. 
CHI-ALPHA 
Chi-Alpha is a student organization under the guidance o( the Assemblies of God,caring for all the personal needs of students-social, 
spiritual,physical,emotional-cating for you, the individual. 
90% OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS WILL BE "NO TVRNON RED'" 
'Massachusettes will allow aright . turn at a red light as of January 1, 1980, but Registrar Richard E. McLaughlin issues a caution to motorists. 
"Don't get the idea that right turns on red are goingto be all that com~on in our state. Nearly 2,700 intersections - or about nine out of ten - wIll be posted. "No . Turn on Red,"· the Registrar said. "Massachusettes is a densely populated state with millions of pedestrians. The primary law governing the operation of any vehicle is the operator must have it under 
control at all times, and pedestrians have the right of way. "At the few intersections where the right turn on red will be allowed, the operator' 
must still treat it as a stop sign; that is, the vehicle must be brought to a 
complete stop before making the turn," the Registrar said. McLaughlin 
added "Don't be the first to acquire a no fix ticket by either ignoring the ;'No T ~rn On Red" sign, or not stopping before making the turn. There is 
also a three year insurance surcharge: imposed on those who run a red light." McLaughlin also reminded motorists the new law does not go into ................. _ ................... _.................................................................................... effect in Massachusettes until January 1, although neighboring states VOLUNTEERS NEEDED already have. it in force. Volunteers needed to assist at the.1980 United Cerebral Palsy Telethon, .............................................. __ ......................................................................... . Phone Center, Jan. 12 and 13, 1980, Various typ~s of assistance, food COLLEGE READING LABORATORY· preparation, clerical, telephone work,contact United Cerebral Palsy The College Reading Laboratory at Bridgewater State College is open Office at 583,3335. to provide individual and small-group assistance in the development of ....................................................................................................... _.................. the technical skills needed to complete college-level reading and studying FORENSIC SOCIETY . . 
. tasks efficiently and effectively. The hours this first semester are as fhe B~CForensic Society invites all students of all majors to become follows: Mondays, Fridays 9:00-11:00, Tuesdays,Thursdays 11:00-1:00, 
This remedy would be easily 
installed, reletively inexpensive, and 
save a great deal of hassle to we who 
have diffuculty walking up and down' 
the stairs. 
Wayne C. Moone.!! 
"No Sign of a 
Menorah ... " 
Dear Editor: 
I realize that I am a minority at 
Bridgewater State College by being 
Jewish. I am offended that there is a 
Christmas tree in the Student 
Union. There is no sign of a 
Menorah or any' other symbof of 
Hanukah. I claim this to be 
discrimination, and wish something 
to be done. If you're Jewish please 
write your letters expressing your 
feelings. 
Thank You: 





This letter is in response to your 
editorial that appeared in last weeks 
COMMENT. 
Ms. Tobin, I've also been doing 
some "sitting back and observing" 
this semester. But, being an SGA 
Senator, I've also been directly 
involved in some of the things that 
you criticiesd, so I feel that I· am 
more than qualified to point out 
some errors you made. Perhaps, 
though, "errors" isn't the right word; 
<lft'€raH~everyon~ must interpret a 
given situation . as one feeIsisf!Sht ..... ,.,...".....,.".. 
and act accordingly based on tliiS 
interpretation. I feel that this is the 
most and the least that can' be 
expectecl. of any individual, SGA 
Senator included. 
Ms. Tobin, the entire' content of 
your editorial was a' criticism of the 
SGA Senate; however; I'm not 
asserting that this is negative. 
Indeed not, the Senate, and I'm sure 
I'm speaking for every Senate 
member, welcomes constructive 
critiCism or any other input offered 
us. Afterall, we're only human so. 
mistakes are. l,lnfortunately, 
inevitable. . Therefore, as you are 
Editor-in -Chief of the school 
newspaper. I understand that it is 
your job to ,sit back and observe and 
to interpret given situations so you 
may, as you do through '" the 
.HEditodals" column of the 
COMMENT, inform the students as 
to how you feel about certain 
situations. Needless to say, this job 
gives you quite a lot ofinput into the 
opinion forming. processes of the 
students .at this college, as rightly 
you should have as a recognized 
student leader. Consequently, your 
editorial, for example, is likely to 
generate negative feelings toward 
the SGA Senate. Now, I'm not 
saying that negative feelings toward 
the Senate are wrong, if such 
feelings are justified. Ms. Tobin, 
after thoroughly reviewing your 
editorial, I find that it is rather one-
sided; so, in order to better facilitate 
the students in forming an unbiased 
view of the current SGA Senatf', I 
will offer, as a student who has been 
right in the middle of Senate dealing 
all semester and who is 
knowledgable on such matters, my 
views, as you offered yours. members. If yOU are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group Other times arranged. Classes/conferences begin on the hour and finish uiscussion, Oral Interpretation; and Acting, then the Forensic Society is. ten minutes before the next hour. No student is obligated or committed First, in. reference to the for you. Competitions are held on weekends. A working schedule for this to a lengthy program or schedule. Guidance is also provided for students pa r a gr a p hen tit led "s tu de n t :;emesterincludes trips to Fitchburg State ',Cpllege, Southern preparing for LSAT, GRE andCLEP testing programs. Information Government Association", you Connecticut 'state, Bloomsburg Pennsylvania, and the University of' regarding these services may be obtained by contacting Dr. Peter A. pointed out who the SGA is, what Massachusetts at Amherst. Any interested student should contact a Bizinkauskas, Director, College Reading Laboratory, Third Floor, offices make up the SGA Senate member of the society or David Correira. Meetings are. held on Maxwell Library, extension 410~ and how itis comparable to the U,S, -rhursdays· at 11:00.in the PIT ( ac;ross from theCommunicatioD. Government. Thar:k y.,?~ M~ Tobin, 0ffic§!.) . . ..' ....". i:~ ;. . 
.... : .. ':ont. on 1:'>.5) .~ ~~.~~ ##~~~ 
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,'DO ONES BURY . by Garry Trudeau 
Response to 
Editorial 
(Cont. from pA) 
I think these are good points. Also, 
your assertion that "there is a 
tendency , especially among 
Senators, to confuse SGA and the 
Senate" is also a point well taken. I 
know on occasion I myself am guilty 
of such an error; but, I also hear 
such oversights from many non· 
Senate people including members of 
the COMMENT staff, not 
mentioning any names. Perhaps we 
should all take a lesson. 
Second, your point in the second 
paragraph, "Checks and Balance", 
is again well taken. I to see the 
possibility of an -imbalance in the 
Senate and as Chairperson for the 
committee on Legislative Affairs I 
will keep this point we)I in mind 
when we're going over the SGA 
Constitution next semester. 
Third, in reference to "The 
Principle of Selective Civil Rights" as ' 
you entitled your third paragraph, 
let's examine the facts as they the 
night the Senate was first made 
aware of the Charles Blomquist 
case and the first $1000 was 
allocated. Fact; A BSC student 
residing at th'e Great Hill Dorm, 
Charles Blomquist, was arrested for 
alleged possesion of 2 lbs. of 
marijuana. Fact; later that day he 
was ordered by the office of Student 
Life to vacate his dorm room. Fact; 
This was done before he was found 
guilty of an y crime or even heard 
before any judicial board. Fact; a 
person is pr~sumed innocent until 
proven guilty. Observation; how 
can you .... upi .... h a person before he3s 
been found guil':I Q+ the crime? 
I agree With you ..• ::i I have aln.ady 
pointed out; but, where are your 
checks and balances in a case like 
this if PIe allow people to suspend 
the rules set up over 200 years ago 
to .. protect the, individuals rights? 
W¢U, ' )Jl , ,this ',PBrti.c,1;Ijar" inciqeT}t 
"cer'l:ain:.p~oplE'hcive' taken it upon 
themselves to play judge and jury. If 
\,\.", allow anyone to do this at their 
()"vn di~ :retion, then there are no 
ched- ~ and balances, and without 
these ... And here's another fact, if I 
the Senate, hadn't allocated the 
$1000 that night then SGA lawyers 
would have had to have abandoned 
the case. As for the factr that the 
money was allocated unde 
executive session;; the SEnate anri 
no choice because the case was nut 
yeat a matter of p~b1ic record; 
however, becaus'e of the 
importance of the case, the Sem G 
felt obligated to take an immediate 
stand~-so we did. And, gi~en the 
same circumstances,I feel we'woufd 
again A knqw' we' would: ' 
Michael Graff 
SGA Senator '82 
\ 
'The $hah of ", 
',America 
THE $HAH OF AMERICA 
First; .I'd like to thank the 
Comment for printing the 
commentary on the Shah! It seems 
that there,'stwo sides to every story. 
I wonder how many people out ther 
I wonder how many peoplw out 
there ever stop fa think about 
what' 5 going on in the world today. 
Emotions seem to favor just one 
side of am arguement... 
... But what about the Shah? Take 
your eyes off of Khomeni for a while. 
Give them a rest. The Shah? Who is 
he? Has amy one heard of anything 
good being done by him? (besides 
being a 'friend' to the U.S. 
government) ... And SO hostages, 
who would like to,get released some 
day .. What are their 'rights? Aren't. 
W~ supP'Q~eq toprotect them? Why 
do we leave them there? Is the Shah 
worth more to us than them? Maybe 
he has more money... this is a 
political battle for, sure. We have 
(Cont. onp.lO) 
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I:I~he Arts\ Choral Soci~ty Sings Tomorrow Night 
Rock At 26 
-by Joe McDonald 
The dreaded deadline doom has arrived again and because of it only 
half of what I promised would appear last time, is here. The Midnight 
Flyer interview will appear in this space sometime after Christmas (about 
the same time editors from 40 other college newspapers will be reading it, 
in the form of a press release). 
On Sunday, Dec. 9, The Midnight Flyer (pictured above) played to a 
fairly enthusiastic crowd in The Formal Dining Room. Guitarists Ed 
and Scott Bothelo seemed quite pleased with 
the throughout their four-40 minul€' sets. 
Opening with "Riverside" and ''Ventura Highway," the grGUp started 
out very mellow; giving the audience what Ed and Trem called "dinner 
music." The people who were sitting near me (only a few feet from the 
band) in the "$5.00 seats" (Bothelo) were stunned by the expert use of 
three part harmony. On songs like "Arnie," they invited the cro~vd to sing 
and clap along. Unfortunately, most of the crowd was still eating and paid 
little attention. 
The BSC Choral Society will 
present its annual Christmas 
Concert on Friday, December 14 at 
8pm. 
The Women's Glee Club will 
begin the, program. Their pieces wil 
begin the program. Their pieces will 
include "Alleluia" by Emma Lou 
Deimer, "A Cradle Song" by 
Richard Billingham, "A Virgin Most 
Pure" by John Gerrish, "The Magi's 
Gifts" by Eric H. Thiman and 
"Ring, You Merry Chime" by 
Anthony Vayzana. "A Virgin Most 
Pure" will feature a duet by soprano 
Karen Tobin and alto Lee Pina and a 
solo by soprano Martha Clancy. 
The American Singers, a small 
group selected from the Women's 
Glee Club will perform next. "As 
Lately We Watched", "Whence 
Comes This Rush of Wings" and 
"Cradle Song of the Blessed Virgin" 
from Christmas Carols for Treble 
Choirs, arranged by Florence 
Martin, will be performed along with 
Richard Feliciano's "Summerset 
Wassair. 
During intermission, a drawing 
will be held for the raffle of a four 
foot long Christmas stocking filled 
with goodies. Raffle tickets are 
available from Choral Society 
members and will also be available 
at the door. 
After intermission, the Chamber 
Singers, a small group selected by 
Singers, a small group selected from 
the Chorale, will perform. Songs will 
include, "Sing Ye Noel", a 
Seventeef!th Century melody 
Program CO~.!!llttee 
Members of the Choral Society who wH/ be presenting their annual 
Christmas Concert Friday night, December 14 at 8pm. 
arranged by James Allen Dash, "As 
With Gladness Men of Old" by W. 
Chatterton Dix and C. Kocher, 
arranged by David Willcocks, "Mid 
Winter" by Chris:tina Rossetti and 
and Gustav Holst, "Away in a 
Manger" by W. J. Kirkpatrick, 
arranged by David Willcocks and 
"My Dancing Day", a traditional 
piece. 
The Chorale will perform 
Christmas Selections from the 
Messiah by Handel. The selections 
will include, "And The Glory of The 
Lord" by the full Chorale, "Behold, 
A Virgin Shall Conceive" by Pauline 
Dumais, alto, "0 Thou That T ell est 
Good Tidings To Zion" and "For· 
Unto Us A Child Is Born", by the 
Chorale, "There Were Shepherds 
Abiding in the Fields" by Karen 
Tobin, ·soprano, "And The Angel 
Said Unto Them" by Gerry 
LaCroix, soprano, "Glory To God" 
by the Chorale, "Then Shall The 
Eyes" by Lynne Fournier, "He Shall 
Feed His Flock" by Karen Kenyon, 
alto, "Come Unto Him" by 
Catherine McGeough, soprano and 
"Hallelujah" by the full Chorale. 
The concert is free, so take some 
time out from studying and enjoy an 
evening of Christmas music. 
By the second set, both the band and the crowd was beginning to get 
hot (no thanks to yours truly). Opening their second set with "Cg,n't Find 
My Way Home", the group's individual musicianship began to show 
through. During the initial set, the members were just strummir;lg along. 
But now, they were playing to kill. Switching.from electric guitar to 
acoustic guitar to bass, Scott and Trem picked their way into this 
reviewer's musical heart. 
Ed Galuska's high pitched Neil Young vocal's on "Helpless" ha? the 
crowd reeling. "Shanty," complete with the audience attempting~o.c1ap 
along in time, was a crowd pleaser, as was "The Cover of the Rolling 
Stone" (!ater; The Comment). But the song that finally got the crowd to 
getoff their behinds anclloosen up was the group's first original tune of 
theevening~ !lPart'ytime Bluest Member~ oftheerowd danced andtried 
PC Needs Logo And Says Thanks 
to sing along. 
Unfortunately, r had to leave (much to my dismay) after this second 
set. By rule of thumb, a band gets hotter as it progresses. If this is true, 1 
can imagine the quality of music that those that remained were treated 
to. Hopefully. Midnight Flyer will return to Bridgewater soon. Keep an 
The Student Union Program 
Committee is in search of a logo. If 
we were to have aJogo on all our 
advertisements, the events would 
be easily recognized by the 
students. After all, the events we 
sponsor are for you, the students, 
and we wouldn't want any 
information to i be missed. 
eye on this page for information on Midnight Flyer. Now for some news'; With so many posters being 
of the world. placed around school, so many 
Paul Simon has finished up filming on his, as yet untitled, film about an people miss . a lot of important 
aging rock star. Co·stars include John Sebastian (of Lovin' Spoonful 
fame), the Four Tops, Sly and the Family Stone, Lou Reed, the Dead 
Bpys, Tiny Tim (remember·himf a,nd the B-52's. Sounds interesting. 
Rumor has it that John Lennon is working on his first album in four 
years. His last LP was "Shaved Fish," way back in 1975. Speaking of new 
albums, be' on the lookout for new discs by' Roxy Music, Pete 
Townshend and the Grateful Dead. The Dead album is tentatively titled 
"Go to Heaven." " 
Joe Perry has left Aerosmith. The ace guitarist claimed that the band 
wasn't going anywhere. Currently, he is doing the local club circuit with 
his new band, The Joe Perry' Project. As far as a replacement goes, 
"Airplay" writer, Leo Wiltshire and myself figured that it would be Angel 
guitarist Punky Meadows. We were wrong. The band has chosen Jim 
Crespo, former guitarist for a Brooklyn band named Flame. 
John Glasscock, former bassist with Jethro T.uIl, died Nov. 18 of a 
heart ailment. Glascock left the band earlier in the year after having open 
heart surgery. He was 27. Looking back, I missed a few deaths. Mike 
Patio, former Spooky Tooth keyboardist died of throat cancer last 
Dance Tonight 
Santa-Day Night Fever . - An 
Evening of Melodies and Mistletoe, 
will . be presented in the Student 
Union Ballroom on Thursday, 
December 13' (tonight) from 8-
12pni. The dance will feature rock 
andrGa music and disco, as well. A 
speci,"l light show will be 'presented 
along 'wi:h Santa Claus, elves and 
other surprises. Tickets are$1.50. A 
full liquor bar will be' available, all 
ages admitt~d. Sponsored by' the 
Er.semble Theatre. 
spring. Jeff Guercico, the 26-year old brother (and engineer) of ptoducer' D ATE ~ 
James William Guercico (of Chicago fame) died in a June hang gliding TRY - 0 V T ~ 
accident. Last butnot least, Rick Garberson, drummer for the punk rock ANNOUNCED 
group, The Bizzaros, died of carbon monoxide poisoning in July. The Bridgewater State College 
Before I finish this, the last column of the 70's let me just briefly run Children's Theatre is making a 
down the important events of 1979.BiU Graham closes the Winterland in preliminary announcement of 
San Francisco. The Bee Gees host a concert for UNICEF. Elvis Costello tryouts for its 1979-1980 ,. major 
gets beat up in Columbus, Ohio. The Ayatollah bans music in.Iran. Disco production, Winnie- The-Pooh, 
roller skating takes the nation by-storm. The Allman Brothers reunite. which will be presented in the 
Rod Stewart marries. Eric "Clapton marries. The Ramones become Student Union Auditorium March 6-
movIe stars. The Doobie Brothers reorganize. John Paul II becomes a 12, 1980, followed by a two day tour 
singing star. Linda Ronstadt goes to Africa with what's-his· name. The in this area. Tryouts will be held in 
Who tour Without Keith Moon. Blondie goes number one. Chuck Berry the Student Union Auditorium from 
goes to jail. Neil Young releases "Rust Never Sleeps:'- The Knack 7 to 9pm Tuesday and Wednesday, 
becomes Capitol's new Beatles, Hatr}Jordan snorts coke at Studio 54. January 15 and 16, 1980. All BSe 
And that's only the first half of the year. students are eligible and invited to 
Cominsky Par~ is damaged by "Insane Coho Lips." John Denver T's tryout, but must be able to miss the 
off neighbors by installing gas storage tanks. Led Zepplin releases "In last. two days of classes before the 
Through the Out Door" and tours; Jimmy Carter is' attacked by killer spring recess, and be willing to stay 
rabbits. Dylan releases "Slow Train Coming" and tours. Apocolypse in 'Bridgewater to participate in 
Now arrives. MUSE fights Nukes. "Tusk" bares· jtsexpensiv~ teeth. daytime performances during the 
Eleven die in Ohio riot We lost Charlie Mingus, Donnie Hathaway. Sid first week of vacation. 
Vicious, Lowell George, Van McCoy, Minnie Ripperton, Lester Flatt, Reading copies of the script will 
Arthur Fiedler, Jimmy McCulloc;h. And last but notleast, The Comment be on reserve in the Maxwell Library 
Memorial Choir releases "Breakfast in Brockton" and receives critical during exam week, and further oc~m. . . 
information may be obtained from 
Well, the 70's brought us heavy metal, folk rock,MOR, AOR, disco, the director, Dr. Richard J. Warye, 
punk, new wave, P·Funk, reggae, earth shoes and leisure suits. Whatwill Professor of Communication Arts 
the 80's hold for us? Who knows? Today we may be studying for final and Sciences, in the Student Union 
exams, tomorrow we may be fighting for our Iives ... Either. way, hav~a. Auditorium Lobby, or· by calling 
~~~~ holiday and join me here in January for ... youguessed it..Rock .at extension 213 . 
information - time, dates, events, 
etc. Therefore, the Program' 
Committee is appealing to your 
artistic and creative abilities. A 
reward will' be given to the student 
whose logo is chosen and will be 
printed on all publicity next 
semester. 
Drop off your designs with your 
name in the Student Union 
Information Booth and Program 
Committee will get in touch with 
you. More information will, appear 
after Christmas. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM THE 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE. 
The Program Committee and 
Santa Claus say Thank you to all 
.those who sponsored a child for the 
Children's Christmas party on 
Tuesday, December 4. For all those 
participating, it was a fun~filled 
afternoon which will always ; be 
remembered. 
From the children's reaction, the 
party was a success. They 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves and 
were very appreciative of your 
kindness and time spent with them. 
Singing Christmas carols, 
watching movies and Santa's 
arrival, all contributed to the 
afternoon. We hope to see you all 
again at next year's Christmas party 
to help these children have a very 
Merry Christmas. 
Thank you sponsors, Thank you 
Food $ervice (for donating dinner), 
Thank you Bookstore (for donating 
records), Thank you Santa Claus, 
Thank you elves and Thank you 
Program Committee and to anyone 
else who wasiq,!:S.9t~en., Thank VOII 
Now is the time 
To consider 
The two year option 
If you're thinking of leaving college this semester, 
you may want to consider the benefits of the 
Army's 2 year enlistment option. 
A Chance To Learn. Joining for two years offers you a limited 
choice of Army sPE3cialties. But, there are still many chal· 
lenging choices available that will test your skill, strength and 
stamina, Plus. you may be eligible for assignment in Europe 
You'lIlearn discipline, responsibility and leadership. Qualities 
that can make you a better person, 
A Chance To Save. Starting pay is now up to $448,80 a 
month (before deductions), Plus. the Veteran's Educational 
Assistance Progream (VEAP, ror short) will help you accumu· 
late as much as $7400 to continue college at a later date, (Ask 
your Army recruiter for details.) 
A Chance To Serve. Our country has always counteci' on the 
soldier. It still does. And you'lI be a prouder person for having 
served your 2 years in the Army, You'lI gain experience, 
maturity and a clearer idea of what you want. 
For more information, see your local Army representative. 
Look in the yellow pages under "Recruiting," Or call our toll 
free number: 
1-800 .. 431-1234 
Join the people who've joined the Army 
.... ~~-- -
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RevIews 
Impressed By Performances CALENDA1{--1 
by Kareo Tobin . 
I attended the Saturday night 
performance of Mother Courage. I 
felt rather uncomfortable with the 
style of the play, but was impressed 
with some of the performances. 
Described as, "an evening of theatre 
with music" , the play featured 
several songs and was accompanied 
by piano, drums and trumpet. In 
Brecht's style, little attempt is made 
to achieve realism and this, perhaps, 
was what made me ,uncomfortable. 
In my personal view, the show did 
not quite come together. Some 
scenes seemed to move terribly 
slow. However, my problems with 
the play may have been because I 
had not read the play before seeing 
it. I chose noUo read the playas I 
wanted, in a sense, to have the 
actors show me rather than explain 
to me. 
I Mother Cou~age is set in Sweden, 
Poland and Germany during the 
Thirty Years War (specifically 
during the years 1624-1636). Mother 
Courage (Lisa Caron) and her 
children, Eilif (Stephen Gormley), 
Swiss Cheese (Thomas W. Sullivan) 
and Kattrin (Marci G. Miles) make 
their living by following the troops 
with a canteen wagon selling food, 
drink and supplies to soldiers. They 
start off together but Mother 
Courage ends up going on alone' 
after losing all three children. The 
by Richard Pickering 
Broadway is not tacky enough to 
produce sequels, but the feeling that 
Bob Fosse's Dancin' is A Chorus 
Line II cannot be ignored. The stark 
black set and the driving opening 
number are reminiscent of Michael 
Bennett. (Or is Michael Bennett 
reminiscent of Bob Fosse?) Dancin' 
is the glamour and excitement that 
Diana Morales and the gypsies were 
reaching for. 
Not a history of dance, but a 
celebration of it, Dancin' dispenses 
with a book and contents itself with 
being just what· the . title implies. 
With reverence, director Fosse tips 
his hat to Bill Robinson and Fred 
Astaire, but he is not above taking 
playful jabs at dance, a sometimes 
pretentious art form.· The Dream 
Barre, a study in clumsiness, can be 
looked upon as a delightful spoof of 
the Baryshnikov/Browne pas de 
deux from the Turning Point. Trying 
to lampoon stars who get ovations 
for standing still while their backup 
eldest, Eilif, joins the Protestant 
Army, but is eventually killed for 
stealing cattle in peacetime, an 
"offense" for which he had been 
much honored during the war. The 
second son becomes paymaster for 
the Protestant Army and is killed by 
Catholic troops trying to find the 
cash box of which he was in charge. 
The mute daughter, Kattrin, is killed 
while trying to warn a town of a raid. 
Mother Courage's family is joined 
from time to time by a Protestant 
Chaplain (Ray Suprenant) trying to 
avoid the Catholic troops and a 
cook (Randall Doyle), both of whom 
are romantically interested in 
Mother Courage. They also meet 
Yvette(Mary Pio), a ~once sweet 
young thing who was abandoned by 
her lover and, having followed the 
troops to look for him, has become a 
prostitute, various soldiers and 
officers (Ben Silva III, Allen Fleming, 
Mark Pawlak, Michael Belliveau, 
Craig Truax, Leo Wiltshire, Donald 
Baillargeon' and Paul Healy) and 
some peasant families (Donna J. 
Corio, Craig Truax, Adrith 
McCartney, Paul Healy, Sally J. 
Richardson and Allen Fleming). 
Lisa Caron's performance as 
Mother Courage was quite 
creditable. The role is quite a 
lengthy one . she is on stage almost 
constantly - but Lisa maintained a 
high level of energy and 
FLYIN' 
concentration throughout. Her 
singing voice was quite strong and 
her' overall performance was 
admirable, Her major fault, in my 
opinion, was that she sometimes 
seemed rather young for a woman 
who had three adult children. 
Marci Miles gave the best 
performance that I have seen her 
give. Although as a mute she, of 
course, had no lines, her 
performance was accessible and 
well thought out. I particularly like 
the scene in which she finds Yvette's 
red boots and hat, puts them on and 
starts to walk about in them. 
Other notable performances 
included those of Mary Pio, Stephen 
Gormley, Thomas Sullivan 
(especially in scenes with Kattrin), 
Randall Doyle, Ray Suprenant, Paul 
Healy and Donald Baillargeon. 
Adrith McCartney's singing was 
also, as usual, excellent. 
The director was Dr. Robert 
Freidman. He was assisted by Stage 
Manager, Julie E. Glauben. Set 
Designer and Technical Director 
was Dr. Richard Warye and Lighting 
and Sound were designed by Dr. 
Stephen Levine. Musical Director 
was Jan Bichel. 
Next semester, BSC Children's 
Theatre will be presenting Winnie 
The Pooh in March and Ensemble 
Theatre will be presenting Neil 
Simon's Plaza Suite in May. 
.. I i Outside Bridgewater/Brockton l 
I 
: Current ~ Decemb.er 1!5 -- Bosoms and Neglect, John Guare'st 
I newest comic masterpiece IS at the charles Playhouse in Boston at 74 I 
I Warrenton St;eet. Performances are Tuesday-Friday, at 8pm, Saturday I 
I at 6pm and 9:30pm and Sunday at 3pm and 7:30pm. Tickets are $7.95 I 
I $8.95. and $9.95. Stu~ent rush tickets are available half hour befor~ I 
I curtaIn at $5.00. For tickets and i.nforr:!'!itiOD~ caU4.2g-6912. f l December 13 •• Struts and Frets: The Final Runthrough will be I 
I presented by Randy Miller at the Berklee Performance Center t 
I perform~nce at 8:15pm. Tickets for this musical are $2. For more f 
I Informatton, call 23~-2815 or 783-2780.. i 
I C:urrent-Oecember 22 :.. A Child's Christmas in Wales at the I 
ILYrIC State, 54 Charles Street, Beacon Hill. The show, written by Dylan I 
IThomas will be perfo.rmed, Wednesdav·Saturday at Bpm and Saturday I 
rearly show at 5pm. T\ckets are $4-$6, childrens rates available. A dinner t 
!plus theat!~ J:~ck~~ .~s..:~:s? av~!!.able.· Call 742-B703. . I 
I .December 5·23 - Pre· Christmas Sale of Fine Arts and Crafts 1 
Iwlll be held at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Hours of the sale will be .1 
,11am to 8pm on Tuesday; llam to 4pm Wednesday through Saturday. I 
,Closed Monday. Visitors to the sale only will not be charged entrance J 
tadmisSion. For information, cail 267-9300, ext. 455 o,:'~' '., 
I Current - January 13, 1980 -- Unfolding Beauty: Japanese I 
I Screen Paintings from the Storeroom, an exhibition on view at the I 
I Boston Museum of Fine Arts is a collection of twenty masterpieces that I 
I have. been in the Museum's collection for several decades, some of which', 
I have been restored especially for the exhibition. I 
I For information, contact Shawn McGivern or Mollie Bell at 267 ·9300 ext. , 
1445. , 
I December 15 -- Holiday Program with performances.by the Opera I I~ Workshop, String Ensemble, Junior Chorus and Youth Singers, will be I 
presented at the New Engiand Conservatory, Williams Hall, 290 I 
I Huntington Avenue in Boston, at 3pm. \ 
I .. i 
I No.vember 16~l?ecember 16, 1979 -. The Lithographs and i 
I Et~hm~s of PhilIp Pearlstein will be presented at the Boston I 
I Umversrty Art Gallery, 855 Commonwealth Ave, Boston on Mondays- , 
I Saturdays, 10 am-4pm and Sundays, 2·5pm. Admission is free. I 
I The Next MQue Revue ~- An improvised comedy shpw with mUSIC, : 
I which relies on audience suggestion, will be at the Next Move-Th~atre on I 
, Boylston Street in Boston. Performances are Tuesday evenings, t I October 23 and 30, November 6 and 13, and December 4, 11 and 18, at 8; I 
I p.m. I 
dancers lmock themselves out, The and jazz. "Sing" is very much like I January 25~March 2 -- Buried Child, a Pulitzer Prize winning play I 
Female Star Spot is a much too Fosse's athletic ballet for From This 1 by Sam Shepard will be at the Trinity Repertory Theatre. Performances I 
subtle satire. Moment On from the film version of I are Tuesday through Sunday evenings at Bpm with selected Wednesday, I 
Fosse's favorite theme, the Kiss Me Kate. Dancers push I Saturday and Sunday matinees. For information, can 401·351·4242. \ 
corruption of. society and the themselves across the floor on their ~ Trinity Rep is \ocated at 201 Washington Street, Providence RL , 
disintegration of moral standards, backs, and the ·mertat~. carried. I January l.1·Febr~ary 10 ":~, T~e§u~cide; by l\jjkoJai Erdmi.mwill be J 
reappears in HIt Feels Good Let It offstage by the women. 'For aU its . J presented at. the Trinity Square Repertory Company at.201 Washingt?r· , 
Ride. As four singers belt out the resemblance to From This Moment I Street, ProVIdence RI. For further information, call 401-351-4242. 1/ 
tune, alternate couples flow through 0 "S· ". I t M' h 1 I December 7,8,14,15 -- Puttin' On The Ritz, an all singing, all f 
n, mg Is.even c oser 0 IC ae I dancing musical revue of the 30's and 40's comes alivD at the Callari t 
an erotic pas oe deux. There is no Kidd's "Girl Hunt Ballet" from The "'" t 
love between the couples, they hav~ Band Wagon. The spastic zoot I .Studio Theatre, Salem State College. Curtain time is 8pm, Tickets arE:: I 
sex for the sake of physical suiters and the Sequoia legged girls, I $2.50 for students and $3.50 for general. For information and tickets, call I 
pleasure. Throughout the dance, are evocative of Dem Bones Cafe' I 73-5-4723. Au~itions for the Callan Studio Production (at Salem State I 
the performers circulate a joint or and Cyd Charisse. I COITege) otHenrik Ibsen's Hedda Gabler will be held on Monday, I 
share a drag on an ashy cigarette. Workhorse Bob Fosse demands : December 10, 'Tuesday, December 11 and Wednesday, December 12,\ 
Unfortunately, the razzle dazzle of . as much from his company as he I from 7:30-1O:30pm (on December 12 there will be additional auditions , 
Fosse's earlier numbers has· does from himself. (Six alternates I from 3:30-5:30pm). Auditions.will be held in Auditorium, 352 Lafayette I 
anesthetized the brains of· the are necessary due to the illness or I ,Street, I 
audience, and 'the underlying injury caused by dancing in such a I' December 27- --Magic To Do, an new musical revue highlighting 26 I 
'meaning is missed or ignored. strenuous show.) The performers I songs and production numbers from the Broadway shows of Stephen I 
Opening the third act, Benny must be doing Dancin' for love I Schwartz (including "Godspell", "Pippin", "The .Baker's Wjfe" and , 
Goodman's "Sing, Sing, Sing" is a because they aren't doing itfortheir I "Working") will have its east coast pr.emiere at the ChatlesFlallhouse .I 
scintillating celebration of the health. Their heaving chests seem I beginning with previews on Decembel 27·31 (at 8pm December 27,30- I 
Forties. The savage drumbeat and ready to explode, but they continue I buy one ticket, get one free; and at 9:30 pm on December 31). ,Press 
the snarling saxes become a dancing and the numbers come fast I Opening is on Wednesday, January 2 at 7:30pm. Regular performances I 
background for a lengthy, energy and furious, See Bob Fosse's Jare Tuesday-Friday at 8pm, Saturday at 7 and 10pmandSunday at3 and I 
zapping mixture of ballet, jitterbug Dancin'now, after all, these dancers I 7pm. Prices are $7.50-$12.00. Call 617·542·3200 or 426·6912 for I 
can't last forever! I informatio'1. I 
here ere «3tl SDrnL 
Dance Group 
\ Current· January 20 -- Sa;n~sandMartyr.$ is being,performed at ~ 
I ,the Next Move Theatre a1.955 Boylston Street in Boston. Performances ~ 
I are Wednesday-Saturday at Bpm and Sunday at 7:30pm. For 'I 
I informaation: 617-536-6769. . •. . .;, ~ HDMfCDMltJ& Moos ~ 
a vcilmle. 
on scle. . the '3bA 
(3rd floor 5.U.) 
*- AT T~NTJON 1t 
Parades 
Through BSe 
The Cr~ative Dance Gro~p 
presented Its annual Christmas 
Processional on Tu esday, 
.December 11. A strolling bagpiper 
singer, guitarist, banners and bell~ 
were also a part of the colorful, 
festive processional that wound 
through the Student Union, 
Tillinghast, the, Library and the 
administration· building on Grove 
Street.' A program of Christmas 
dances and music were given in 
Maxwell Library. 
Those taking part were Marlene 
Blauss - guitarist, Pam Bracco -
President of the Dance Group, 
Marilyn Levine - singer, Michael 
Hanling, Jake McDermatt, Mary 
Rushit Thomas, Marion Rocha, 
Jared Wells andCora,Wells· facl)lty 
advisor for the Creative Dance 
Group. . . 
I November 30-December 31,-~ A Christmas Car()l Will'be. , 
I presented at the Trinity Square RepertorY Co. in Providence. Call 'I 
I 401·351-4242 ,for ticket and time information. Also at Trinity Square '.1 
I Rep, Sly Fox a play based on 'VQlpon~" by Ben Jonnson, is now , I ~Iaying th!o~gh D.~ember 30. . ,J 
'I Current •• College Weekends at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium. t 
I The first fuJI weekend of each month, college students with proper.ID will . t 
I be admitted for 99q: to the aquarium, which is located at Exit 90, off I~ 
I Interstate 95 in Mystic Connecticut: OP~t1S daily at 9 a.m. ~ 
I I 
I I 
I I I Bridgewater/Brockto·n' : 
I I 
I I ~, De~ember 13· feb.ruary 28 OM Strong Painting, a group exhibition ~ 
I ~eatunng contemporary artists from the Boston area working in an .. ~ I~. xpressiohistjfiguralstyle, is at the. Brockton Art cen. ter Fuller Memorial. i 
I on .oak Street in Brockton. For information, call 588-6000. Pay as you 
I wish. Also at the Art Center, Photographs by Charles Slatkin, 
I Wh. o. se work re. flects int. en~.e .int.ereStin. light an. d motion. This exhibitiO. n. ., I will be s.hown December 4 - February 3. Also - sculpture ~d 
I decoratIve arts of ,the Late Middle Ages. 
I Current -. "Europeans Before Columbus: Life In The Middle:1 I Ages:, an exhibit at the Brockton Art Center, is on display now, and will if 
I...!~m.!i!l. tl!l;.9.'!S~1:2.8l:~ __ ~ ___ ~ ___ . ________ ...;.-J 
~ ... ~ .. ~,.~ 





Used mattresses and box spnngs, all 10 good 
clean shape, twin $10.00, full $1500 each. 
Have van will traveL Call Rob 826 2221 after 5 
pm. 
1971 Toyota Corolla Body fair good drive 
tram. AM-PM radlo,power assisted brakes, 
alot of good miles left. Only $600_00 Contact 
Bob at the Comment office. ext. 260.304. 
housing 
Room for female, 2 sharing room at $28 00 
each per week, or 1 single at $35.00 per week. 
Includes kitchen and dmlng room priveleges 
Phone 697 7947 
wanted 
Good student typists to type term papers for 
other students. Earn extra money Make your 
own hours. Leave your name, address and 
phone number at the SGA office on the top 
floor of the Student's Union 
China closet or hutch, call 697·2674. 
services 
I 
Need a tYPist? I wdl type for you Very 
reasonable rates, quick and dependable 
serVlce .. 75/page WIth your paper, aO/page 
with mme. Resumes; $2.50 each up to two 
pages Contact Jean at the Info Booth MWF 
8-9.30 AM, Tues. 8-1230 AM, and Sat 9· 
12:30PM 
Students and Faculty·Is your car in need of 
repaIr? Are ypu tired of paying high repair bllls 
With poor results? If so, why not let a fellow 
student with considerable backgrQund In 
automotive repair help you out Fair prices and 
guaranteed service Free estimates Call Af 
Wllhams. 238-363B 
Need a term paper typed? No time to type it? 
Can afford to have someone else type It? Got 
two days leeway? Bring your "manuscripC to 
the SGA Office on the top floor of the 
Student's Unton 
personals 
To Chns; I'm glad I met you Saturday I11ght In 
the Ballroom! Thanks for a good time and we 
should pull more all-mghters. Your tall 
German friend 
To the guy who played "Sounds of Silence"· 
thanks for a good time. Ice Lady and Mother 
To my little blonde, Fun on a Fraday 
mght. .. Stuciy .. Take abreak ... anda good time 
at Flesh Gorci!=ln! EdaviIle Railroad got me In 
the SPlrtt! 
Cat, the Pnmer Lady,How's Guppy? Has he 
gotten into any trouble WIth hIS minnows 
lately? I hope not! "Let's goon a spray painting 
spree agalnH "How's the little red box? Let's 
run Snufaluphagus over with it. I'm game, are 
you? Luv-your best frIend, I love !lal 
'Brian G , Cmdy, Bnan, Ruth, John, Joanne, 
Lisa, Paul, Dan, Lou Leo, Jeanme, Tom and 
hIS CompSet. I lOVIngly dedicate the first two 
ISSUes to all of you who lOVingly dedicated 
yourselves to them. Looking forward to four 
ISSUes, forty pages, eight production days, four 
layout days .. Merry Christmas! LRH 
DIane, What a fantastic weekend! My star is 
falhng but my ego IS hIghl I can't beheve It 
Keep your chm up and It'll happen to you too. 
Love and kisses from your wdd and crazy pal m 
a euphOriC state! 
To the guys who were singmg outSide of wood 
Saturday Nlght-uBeverly HIlIbdllesH was great. 
Hope you come back soon Yourfans at Wood 
Jenny·The word has gotten around and If you 
don't change, you might regret;t A Friend 
Bob,l was iust wondenng when you are gomg 
to take advantage of that coupon r gave you for 
your birthday The Grand Canyon awaJts your 
arrival! Oh Bring the Arab WIth you. Love 
Death Valley 
Paula D ,BSC am't so bad after a11l Looking 
forward to 3 more semesters of PITA'ingwlth 
you. Stay Irish and Happy Holidays! Thanks, 
Glen 
Eileen-I may~not show It very much, but thiS 
Christmas Will be the best I've had because of 
you After you r~ad thiS, r want you to grab me 
and kiSS me the fIrst time you see me 
Thankyou, Love Lou 
Remember Nancy, you promised to SO dutthe 
Thursday after Thanksglvmg Just a remmder, 
and a promise IS a promise Mike and Tom 
If you lIke P'na Colatas, gettmg caught In the 
rain, If you're not into yogurt and you have half 
a brain_ If you like making love at midnight, in 
the dunes of the Cape then meet me at the 
UnIon and we'll plan our escape l 
Hey Fellow Carouser form N.A., IS the bIg ("Ity 
too much for you? Boston Marathon's at 
midnight can be Interesting. Seen any T.V:s 
lately? Don't worry about suppe, It'S on the 
house. If you think this was bizar~ wait until 
the next road tnpl Your Tour GUide 
Orka, Happy Birthday. Have a great night " .. 10 
GO FOR IT" You deserve it. Thanks f~r 
everything. Both you and Puff have helped 
make my 1st semester here great! [ miss 2 
short-Pam, Guidi, and Murph too. Happy 21st 
, Love ya, Roe. 
To the handsome hunk at supper (you know 
who you are). Seeing you really brightens up 
my day' Let's stop being strangers. An 
admirer 
Jimmy and George, Thanks for the X-mas 
presents. It bnngs so much "Joy" mto our lives 
HO-HO-HO. Jimmy-Sat. night 500? 
Defmitely a classic mght. Have to do It again 
some time ... HA! Love, Col and Gin. 
good In school' Cause i wanna be \V th you 
next year I love you Mar. We've got a lIfetime 
If togetherness I can't walt Happy 
\nmversary They've been fantabuhfic Love 
llways, Sle"e 
Cathy (Ahas Ice Lady)--When you drink you 
get obnOXIOUS! I bet you enJoy "Head Gamesl" 
Have a good time at the Ridge? You fnends 
Dear Bitch and Impo. Please be careful. Good 
thmgs may come m small packages, but all 
small packages aren't necessanly good! Try to 
keep the Wench from Itchmg too much Love, 
Bert 
To the cute blonde male With the pmk shirt· 
Are you the httle German boy I've been 
waltmg for. I've been admirmg you from afar 
and watch your every move. Keep your BB's In 
G S Love, your secret admirer, L.L. 
Chns at the Rat, Did you know that you are the 
Greek Sun God? Eyes has been watchmg you l 
Eyes ltke to worship gods up close. 
Handsome, that bird you flipped me the other 
day Just proved your real mtelltgence quota 
Can't you accept reJection or did I dent your 
masculIne pnde? Do me a favor--become non· 
eXI::;tenL from the fIckle freshman 
Rick King--Are you owndenng who your 
admirer IS? Here's a hmt: Is it in the back of the 
caf at 11 QQ-·still cunous Just walt ttll next 
semester when I'll meet you·-Merry 
Chnstmas. Signed, A Secret Admtner 
Noodles, The time two people share together 
should not be measured but treasured S M 
To all the people who have made my year and a 
half at BSe great. You are all beautiful and I'll 
miss you terrIbly, Thanks for the memOries, I'll 
be up viSit to make more. Goodbye, I love you! 
Walshle 
Hey Roadrunner, guess what? 14 3! Love, 
Mustang 
To Lmda, Melly, KAthy Moe, Sunky, Sean, 
Greg, Kevin, Choppa and Coz-ollfe won't be 
the same Without you Who wlll J play caps 
with? Who'll go to Mister Donut at 3 am With 
me? Who'll be my best roomIe? Try not to miss 
me to m..uch Love, Karen 
leiter to myself, plaYIng field really hurts. When 
Uncle Sam voted contract cardiac pacer, 
belteve found work given up BSC:75 Pinto 
Runabout Paid PIOI11C ring for Chris Camara 
senJ picture Jeff Javelin Mauren Maurauder 
plays bills but not art teacher. Taken Art 



















To rhe guy who stud'es on the 2nd floor of the 
library from 1-2 on Mor,\\'ed and Fr' l\.e notl 
at BB one Sunday dancmg and boogym How 
about gomg next time With me? SIgned A hot 
and heavy lIbrary worker 
Dear Wench, Hope you made It through those 
eight lonely days Without gettmg Itch·l heard 
you saw the nurse the other day but February 
IS sttll a couple of months away better be 
careful, aCCidents can happen·Steve and Gil 
Will be uo to see you some night 
To n'Iy personal phYSICian, With each paSSIng 
day, I find myself growmg so much closer to 
you. You too, are my InspIratIon as well as my 
future. I'll never let you down .. you mean too 
much to me. With love from your faVOrite 
nurse. 
Pumpkm, BOy,I'm gonna miss you something 
fierce Keep In touch and I'll see you down red 
mIll or mlhtia. You'll always be my httle 
pumpkm_ llove you. Love the pnmer lady. PS 
Beware of the sound of a spray pamt can 
MM. Thanks for the luck, but I hope I won't 
need It Things are good. Hey What's thiS I 
hear about you? Be careful Don't let thmgs get 
out of hand I hope the four of us can get 
together real soonl Next time YOll can have 
the couchl MInerva 
Patnce and Lisa Thanks for the great talk the 
:Jther mght It's good to know there's other 
people who feel the same way we do. We'll 
have to do It agam, sometime Thanks agam, 
lynn 
To John. Themlus, Dave, Ron. LIZ, CiCi, 
Colleen, Cheryl, Deldre, Lu Anna, Gad, Mary 
Ann, Mllet, Paula, Rita, Km, Kathy, and Judy. a 
big thanks for makmg my 20th birthday one of 
the hapPiest days of my !tfe 1 love you alP 
Susan. 
..ltty Have a Wild tIme at CCCe. Don't forget 
au the crazy times we had on the weekends. 
Keep up WIth your Cape Cod belts and don't 
lorget to stop by and say hi M & M 
Matty Have a Wild time at the CCCC Don't 
forget all the crazy times we had on thp 
weekends Keep up wIth your Cape Cod belb 
dnd the gator shmrts Good luck and don t 
forget to stop by and say hl·M & M 
Bob Saturday mght at the RItz-Carlton was 
wonderful. let's do It agam real soon I love 
you. StevIe 
Patllce ilnd Lisa Thanks for tne great talk the 
other night It's good to know there 5 other 
people who feel the same way you do We'll 





Punklll i Even though you \\Ion'r be coming 
back here.! hope we'll all /FIlet tOOl) be gomg 
to the Edge agam and dam It up the way It'S 
supposed to be done Take care! Love "The 
Browme Makers!" 
Hey Spaz Cadet 11 Everyone up here on the 
second floor IS gonna miss you and your one 
man acts of Monty Python Hope everything 
works out Come back and VISit us once In 
whde. From Spaz Cadet 2. 
Roy 0'5 Fan Club, For a hmlted time you too, 
can get "Roy's Christmas Album" for the low 
pnce of $9.95. A bargain at any pnce! 
Complete With sunglasses and Roy O. 
Stocking caps. Hope you all have a great 
Christmas! You pretty "Snow·womenl" Love 
Jackie, EIleen, Altce hey you guys can't you 
keep awake for class Ahce stop taking my 
notebook. And Jackie, stop throwmg paper 
batls arou'ld the round Edeen's party was a 
success Hey Mark-haw's daisky? Dana W.· 
how's classes gOIng? Anyone who wants to seE 
Wild pictures, wnte me Wand C C N 
Mary, What an ImpulSive triP to Boston! Wlli 
you e'Jer wear overalls shoppmg agaIn? You 
got ..1 dress though! Bob would have kIlled you 
If you didn't' The Common was beautiful! 
Waiting for Bob at the Ground Round wasn't 
bad eltherl Sangna' ~Let's do It agam soonl 
Love, "Judy" 
Take a Senator to Lunch l 
MISS Walsh If or when I ever believe you are 
not gomg to be here next semester, I want to 
thank you for all the laughs and good tlmes 
we've had. From smg-a-Iongs to caps. I am 
definately gomg to miss your smtling face. 
Love, W G Mill 
Jane, Sheila, Sheryl, Robyn, Jean, DebbIe, 
::::arolynn, Diane, Chns. JanICe, Julann aomen 
upstaIrs; ThiS semester has been great With 
y'all .. Just couldn't tell ya we won't be back 
next semester 50 here's a personal to do It 
Have a great year, we'll do the same Love. 
Nancy & Linda 
Dear Deacon my Love, I bet you never 
thought I'd write you a personal Because 
of course we're as personal as they get. I never 
Imagmed you as bemg so easy you're great 
Let's burn more cal ones tomght Love 
Bubbles. 
HI C.G. It was nIce "talkmg" to you 
Thurs.mght. I hope you had a good time. I still 
want to meet Chns somettme' don't be a 
stranger l L 0 
Lou- You re the busy body to whom 1m 
referring thiS week. Why don't you keep your 
pose out of other people's busmess? Grow up 
soon ok? 
N ulu, I have always loved you, even an seventh 
grade' Daniel the Yogurt Eater 
K 0.· I like your style The analogy dealing with 
the group was the best' I have a movie ticket I 
don't care to use·I've seen the fhck before. 
Thanks for everythmg, especially sharing 
mtermisslon with me J.M. 
Beverly K.-Thanks for the X-mas gift. It will 
come in handy D. Merry Christmas,Bev 
Thanks for all. Love, ColI. I USED BOOKS! 
Yo Puka, Happy Birthday The OASIS Club 
wants you but I have you Love, the guy who 
never brings you flowers. 
. To the girls In Mr. Roger's neighborhood! I'll be 
leaVIng soon, but we can't say goodbye·we'l! 
just say so long. Can you say that? Sure! I 
knew you could. Thanks for the good times 
Me. 
Diane Accomando, Happy 21st Birthday! 
Have a good one and don't celebrate too 
much. Love Patti and Murph. 
To the guy who played Sound of Silence; 
Thanks for an experience We'll never forget. 







Kathy, Thanks for caring about the httle things : 
in life Or should I say with life. Nantasket ~ 
looks alot better when our watery friends are -Ie 
where they should be. The squid and I thank ~ 
you. Signed, A lover of life (especially Squid!) ~ 
Barker, Happy 18th Birthday. Don't study too Here we are! There she is! Who else but us -Ie 
much! Bucko obno's could think that upl Eye poking ~ 
anyone? Another birthday, another wasted ~ 
Happy Birthday Jean. You wrecked my night. Sunshme's next. Vacation is coming, I t 
friendly surpnse. We wtli have to do it think we all need one! Stick together the next -Ie 
sometime. How about Fridav? vour sidp. kirk it two, weeks and swing whenever possible! £ 
Toenails, Sorry for all the crap we gIve you 
constantly, but...you deserve it! Please be 
careful with your HbusinessH • Love, your 3rd 
floor buddies. Jon-boy and Bert 
Don't Dan ... Den't Dan ... Sharks, We made it- it 
Crasn a Bed ... Thank God-Whew! Sleep! Yes! £ 
Mac! Smell ya baby!! Out for the duration! it 
Until next time! Bon Soir! -Ie 
To the blonde on the 3rd floor Science on jit 
Tues. and Thurs. You look like a girl J used to Yes, J like PJna Coladas and getting caught in : 
know!Not Bad! K.O. the rain. I'm not much into health food, I am 
into champagne. I've got to meet you by 
To carry '!:SaKes CaK€r; II b U~II .\1:QI. tomorrow noon cut through all this fed tape. -Ie 
Remember tv 2·4, bullsh·-t stones and my 3 it: 
b La 
FI t t At a bar called Q' Malleys, wherewe'\1 plan our ~ 
WE PAY 
UP TO 50% FOR YOUR USED TEXTBOOKS 
We buy al r USED textbooks .. u 
WHETHER USED HERE OR NOT 
- Ja.la, 11lf 
YOWR COLLEGE 
WH ERE __ BO_O_K_ST_O ....... R ....... E_ 
:loHars, and remem er us rry. ut er esca e. - -Ie 
300d luck at Boston St. .Love Saps and Dots "p .~ i 
........ .,. ..... _ ..... ,!!;;1!:~~j:~:!~:!~~!~~~~~!~~!~~!~~~!~~re~~~~~;:,~~::;;!!~!:!!~!:!!!~!~!~!~!!~~~!!tf 
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Classifieds Grace and Cindy, Have·a terrific Christmas. I'll miss you. I'm sure Lawrences will miss our business too. Maybe Woodstock can come with us again. well have fun. Love. Bev 
filet Mignon, Pumpkin, Artie Fartie, Peter, 
Jimmy Hyannis, Cindy Bindy, Penna, 
Deborah. Mafia Mike. Kiimax, Anny Bonanny, 
and all others of the second floor. I love you all. 
Thanks for being my friend. Love the 
primer lady. Remember the Edge? 
Ellen. this is not a goodbye only a so long. 
..... --'!"""-----________________ .... --------..... Never forget all the great times we've all To Bish; Thanks for being there al the right 
time. [ don't know what [ would have done if I 
didn't meet you. Have a good Christmas and 
hope to see you over the break. Love ya, Little 
Girl 
Hi Honey, Secret Santa is over so I won't have 
to leave so early. I hope we can have some time 
alone in the future··Roommates don't do 
anything for me. Sorry that wasn't nice. I love 
you a wholp. ounch. Sweetabunks! 
Not a word of this goes out! Is that s··· on my 
pants? f1ipperl Mongo, thanx for having me 
over, it was a good time, especially at your 
brothers!! Hopoe we remember it! Jo, did you 
use the John? Let's play caps and laugh for a 
couple of hours!!!!! 
M.M. Do you mske sounds in your sleep? If 
you don't tell me there are a number of people I 
can ask D.B. No more sundaes please! 8.G. 
Be prepared for Jan 3. Unexpected things may 
happen. T.P stop making noises in your sleep! 
Minerva 
Gayle, Shanny, CIndy, Julie and friends of the 
above: ! wish you many Christmas balls to 
decorate your trees! May you get many you 
can play with .. balls! Your friend, Betty Ford 
Fran, Boy Hardy! It's been a hull of a semester. 
Hope I'll be around for another. Hope one of 
your two men works out. Have a sweel 
Christmas. We will get together and ski! LOVE 
our bunks! They are better for all our men. 
Your a great roommate.' Love, Wanda 
Cat, I'll say we've been thru alot. Remember 
the fountain and Twinkie rainwear. 'The old 
lady and the egg"! "Are there really Bears in 
Mansfield?" Remember, "Bee a Good Girl" 
Luv, Me 
T.F.B.·I'II always sing about love when I think 
of you. Melly-Would you please make me a cup 
of coffee? Miss Walsh, how could I ever top 
your personals? (By the way, I was peeking at 
you.) Thank you for being so special! Love, 
W.G.M.II1. 
Happy 18th Birthday to Miss Piggy in Room 
521. You're a wonderful person and a great 
friend. Hope your birthday is 'lxtra·special. 
:;OWS UNIT·Robby, how old was she? Fitz, 
)h I'm sorry, that is supposed to be Jim. Keith, 
heard you had to register with all the other 
;ophomors. Bill Drew. I really hope I'm paying 
'or the dinner. Merry Sowmas-Sow 69. 
Minerva, You really should tell "What's his 
name" the reason that Dr. Hook wrote 
"Sharing the Night Together" for you. A very 
innocent night, your pillow and blanket stolen. 
Aw ... c'mon. Someone was snoring, my "big 
brother" or you? Then, breakfast at Arthur 
and Pats, remember? 
shared on the 2nd floor. You're a beautiful 
person and I wish you all th e best at K.G. and 
w/ Guy. Remember, you've always got a friend 
in me. Love forever, P. 
Harry .. ·1 couldn't say it to your face. but as 
your close friend, I had to warn you; Watch out 
for Lady Blue; She is NO lady!!! signed .. · .. your 
buddy." 
STATUE DAVID·Start moving your bod, 
you're embarassing all of us sexy and talented 
Libras. If you don't move it you're gonna lose it 
and we'll start referring to you as bein'g a 
boring and practical Capricorn. 
to Linda·Listen honey, just because your pi 
e in the sky wears a brown beard and lives at 
SSC, -don't be discouraged. Where we're 
going there are even greener pastures. Get 
psyched, love it!; 
Lenny: Help-! think I lost my lightbulb.[ hope 
not! Does this mean ['m in like? Let's have a 
brontosaurus burger and decide! Have the 
merriest! Love. Stu 
Micky Jo and Mel. You both have made the 
semester a more enjoyable one, thanx! I just 
wish you had spent more weekends here. We 
went from Rainbows to Hawaii together. 
Happy Holidays, love from "The Gambler" 
Grand Opening 
Barry (lunch 12:00). I had a really good time 
playing with you a couple weeks ago. You 
know, you are really great. We'll have to do it 
again sometime. and tape it again. 1 really 
enjoyed listening to OUT musical "session." 
To the Birthday Boys of the "Howard 
Estate" ... hope the two of you can handle the 
celebration·No passing out while standing up! 
More whiskey shots? Wrong! Merry 
Christmas to the whole crew ... from the old 
crew. P.S. Hope Santa brings you your alarm 
dock (Fernandes treat!) 
Dear hunk in my calculus class. We meet four 
times aweek (when you show up) in room 1051 
in the Science building_ Listen, the next time 
you catch me staring, why not flex. for me? I 
love muscles and curls. Average Girl 
Beth, Well, after all the visitmg it's almost here. 
Wishing you an early happy birthday. and an 
extra· special Christmas and New Year. 
Remember, there are new beginnings for all of 
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To all of the cast and crew of Mother Courage 
At ease, Sange here. 11 was truly a UFB 
Experience to perform with all of you. I wish 
all of you and your families the best of the 
hoiiday season. All right attention, see you all 
next semester. Move out. signed Sarge. 
Sarge 
To Lisa and Elaine; Your singing was great! 
To Paul-Thank you for all your help wih my 
dullcimer playing. I'll finally have some time to 
play it· I'm leaving BSC this semester, Thanks 
tor bringing some of your music into my life. 
Love, Nancy. 
To the man in the gray suit jacket. Well here's 
your personal·enjoy it, and no, you're not 
wierd. 
To Bernie and Bazzy from the Cape·Corigrats 
on your success in "plucking the turkey: I'm 
behind ya all the way. Love the maid. 
To Joni- Well you said you neve~ got a 
personal, Well, you've got one now. You're 
one in a million lady. You've got beautiful blue 
eyes and 1 love that long blond hair. Ihopethat 
you 'and your family have the best of the 
holiday season. See you next semester. Love. 
the eyes guy with two different colored. 
To the early bird in Tilly (Ric~?) Keep burning 
them calories-you're in great shape. Keep Iiting 
tilose chairs! Have a nice vacation!See you 
nec<j vearllifting 
Killer and Pumpkin; All of us in the corner are 
going to miss you so much. Me most of all 
because I loved goofing around with you two 
50 much. You will COme and visit and we will go 
to the Edge and look down ·no buts about it. 
Scotty. 
Peanut~; A belated Happy Birthday to a really 
sweet friend. Hope your birthday was the 
greatest. We'll have to get together for a ski 
trip on our own without J.S. or J.C. We don't 
need the aggravation! Love, the Vaudeville 
Clown. 
Happy 18th Beth· You improve with a~_ Also, 
Merry Christmas to the 5th Floor Shea. Bye 
Mary. He'll really miss you. We are all sorry to 
see you leave: Merry Christmas to Phil, Van. 
Lou, Sue, Dave and Linda. Happy New Year! 
Steve 
Deaths.·Wood' Fish Beta. Originally of the 
Moody St. Aquarium died Nov. 27,1979, after 
a three day i\1nes~. She was found floating on 
her back in her one room glass apartment by 
l;wr ,<~litr~n9!'1~n:tate:!'faste~L,1et~;<.~lii~e$,· 
M'as1~~ Woo~Jeave!fNeWtonBltJ.ebiTq!.Jrine; 
and friends on the groundnoor. ' 
Hey K.T.--Happy 20th (finally!) Have a really 
nice Christmas and remember 3 weeks isn't 
that long! Love, the one who didn't misptac~ 
the keys! I 
Hey Bucko, Keep your friend Buck out of my 
room will you,Sheryl, what the h·-- was that! 
Jim·Ecstacy ... Dana 
Paula D.·~What's the name of that 
town ••. NarweH? NOI'.thwood? Give me 
directions and we'U . hit . the slopes over 
Christmas. If not, we1! hit the bars in R.I. 
M·Thank you fal' Thurs. nite·Liked the talking 
the best. lNe should do it more often?l 
Remember the experiment you want to try? 
The one when you're drunk you're liable to do 
everythin~l? Is the bet still on? Put a million 
dollars down on the winner. Me! Ha Hal OK! 
F. Andy King-I think you'd better look me up 
over Christmas vacation-J have something of 
yoars that I know you want back. It's 
something that could get into the wrong 
hands. I'll be through after the 20th ... waiting 
for your call. With love, from the one who 
.wrote you the letter. 
Kidnappers and Diehards·How can I say 
goodbye to my mo:;;t special friends, Just 
because I'll be in Florida doesn't mean I'll ever , 
forget our insane moves; midnite kidhapping 
attempts, yellow masks, rubbish rooms,· 3 
nour dinners, t·shirts, fire drills, f'm going to 
miss you. Love you ,Mary. 
Ya I like Pina Colada and getting caught in the 
rain. I am not into health food. I am into 
champagne. J like making love at midnite on 
the dunes of the Cape. A meeing at the 
Rat,Thursday Nite where we'll plan' our 
,escape. Flesh Gordon. 
To the fearless Quad Squad; [ hope you all 
have a Merry Christmas and come back to 
schoql ready lor-our snowball fight re·match. 
You nad better pra(:tice. Pjl.uJ 
To the Woodstock Stealer! HWhere's my 
woodstocks!" I've been good and w.antthem 
back· for Christmas! Returned immediately! 
Bring my· ...... Woodstocks back!! They mean , 
alot!! Thanks-
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. F,," ,nd W,nd" 8ok!"" Roy 0'"0.0"" I ' 
C I as I-fl· e ds ~:':1£~~~~w!~;:';~~~~,;~:~~:~~'::~: il 0 tntn se;-nester·n2xr semester lA:ili b~~ el.:er: bEtter! Love you both,Merr:,' Chris!mi::s i l\.1elo;, I ntary 
christmas 
Hi Delores·Merry Christmas. Love,Anne. . 
Wanda, Loved Edaville, especialty the "stilts". 
Got enough colors for those "long and 
luxurious" nails? (Click.click) We have to see 
Cheb and have Dunkin Munchkins and Tom 
Collins. You have to see Doug! Paul(?!) 
Well,Merry Christmas! Love, your roomie 
Fran. 
Olivia and Carol can Pleeze mi: I hope ~haI you 
both have a Merry X-Mas and that Oiil/ii!, 
you don't go to Broad'Nay Qljer the '.'acationll 
don't think the world is quite ready for you yet! 
Merry Christmas! irom your Schlitz 
roommate!!! 
Letters Cont. 
(Cont. trom p.5) 
~-. -~ . :.-.--. 
somehow chosen to harbor the 
Shah, with his many billions of 
dollars, and we have no way to get 
the hostages out of Iran. Deadlock. 
No one likes this. But one thing's for 
sure, the Islamic people are ser:ous, 
and at least half of us don't even 
care. No one want's the Shah .. no 
one but Iran and Egypt. We're not 
doing anyone any favors by 
prolQnging the Sh9h._ If thELShah i~ 
so great then why. doesn't he give 
himself as ransom for 50 hostages? 
That might even help. I think he's 
broken enough laws(international) 
. to warrant arrest. How about 
"Inciting riots", or "'Fugitive of the 
law". (And every foriegner has the 
right to be tried in their own court of 
law .. ) The government is really 
sticking up for the Shah ... because 
they know that if he goes, he's 
taking some with him. (Kind of like 
"Watergate" but but more drastic.) 
. It seems the Shah has control of this 
deadlock. But he's going to get 
cornered. No one wants him I don't 
believe he's worth fighting a war 
for(some Egypt and Iran}. This is a 
country that's supposed to protect 
democracy. If we fight a war it's 
because we support the Shah. The 
Shah has taken hold to this country. 
Imagine that? Do you think he's that 
great? He has already lashed out, 
saying that JFK made more errors 
than.il;llm;SQme cQmpatison: lthink 
the Shah is pretty arrogant 
constdering the plight he's in. Does 
anyone out there ever think that 
maybe the Shah is the real problem. 
Those of you who want war, do you· 
really want to fight in it. Do you think 
ther's enough oil around to fight a 
waL If ther's an oil shortage, then 
maybe we'll do. without it. That 
means no cars. and the Mideast, oil 
producing· countries will be busy 
figh ting a war which they have direct 
control over. And other countries 
'that depend on Mideastern oil- will 
become involved .•. All this for the 
Shah. For all you bomb fmaks, think 
how America would fee"! if Russia or 
some other country dropped 
nuclear bombs all over Mexico ... 
Just think how Russia would feel if 
we blew up Iran? And the rest ofthe 
world, . how would thEly f€l~1. A war 
would be nice to mask· the real 
problem, corrupt government 
offical leaders. A war would be 
perfect. It would direct our focus 
from the government to ·the 
Iranians, and maybe a10t of other 
people. 
The Shah knows· all of this. He 
is what will make us look weak as a 
nation, and will put us in a more 
vunerable position. A war would be 
the worst choice ... a total disaster to 
the economy of the world, a waste, 
because of one man, the Shah of 
America. 




I wish to thank Gil Bliss for his 
superb commentary ,"A Look at the 
Shah" which appeared in the Nov. 
29 issue of "The Comment". Gil's 
article, is, without question, the 
most relevant peice I've read in our 
school paper, and also the clearest, 
most concerned attempt to 
understand what is happening at 
present in Iran that I've heard or 
read to date in the media. 
The Shah, the man who 
murdered and pillaged' his own 
countrymen with the aid of U.S. 
money and intelligence, is no longer 
lying in a hospital bed in New York 
but is now waiting in T ex <:is for a 
plush, secure escape to soine regal 
haven elsewhere. In the U.S. we 
have politicians claiming that it is 
our ethical and political duty to 
protect a long·time "friend" of our 
nation. Marines, senators, teachers 
and other workders are cr~'illg for 
military retaliation, to bomb' the 
streets of Teheran and Qom.with 
yet more U.S. arms and dollars. in 
short, America is crying for blood. 
because we're tired of "getting OLlr 
feet stepped on" or being "the 
doormat for the world". Ask the 
citizens of Iran who it is who has 
been stepped on. Ask' 1he 
Cambodians and Vietmanese about 
our being the doormat for the world. 
Ask the peasants in Santa Domingo, 
Chile and throughout the rest of the 
world whether they feel the U.S. is 
being rudely "stepped on". 
Crying for Iranian blood won't 
solve an y situation. We've spilt 
enough Iranian .. blood. As Noam 
Chomsky of MIT said, the taking of 
hostages can't be condoned, but if 
Americans would . look at the long 
bloody history of Iran that has led to 
this single event, it could at least be 
understood. Americans only see 
Iranians burning American flCigs or 
Americans burnin!=l Iranian flags. 
Nowhere, except in the case of Gil 
Bliss's article, one WGBH radio 
commentary , and Globe article 
have I seen the media attempting t~ 
give U.S. readers an historical and 
ethical perspective on the present 
situation in Iran. Again, I thank Gil 
Bliss for bringing such insightful 






[ feel the letter addressed to 
Susan French, that appeared in last 
week's issue of the Commen·t was 
an insult not only to her but to the 
entire S.G.A. as well. I refer 
specifically to the line written by Mr. 
McGarrick that read: "j feel as most 
students probably do, that S.G.A 
members run for office largely 
because it looks dandy on a 
resume." I strongly resent this 
assumption and I can assure you 
that is entirely false. Many long 
hours and hard work are put in by 
the senators, with meetings, 
subcommittee meetings, and office 
hours, taking up much of our free 
ti:ne. AJ! of this is done, r might add, 
in spite of the attacking and critisism 
we .often get from students like Mr. 
McGarrick. 
If students feel dissatisfied with 
the work of the S.G.A. office, on the 
and wish to offer some constructive 
critisism or some helpful advice, 
they- are more than welcome to 
come up to the S.O.A. office, on the 
·third floor of the Student's Union, 
anytime during the day and meet 
with one of the senators. Our 
meetings are held each Tuesday 
evening at 6:00 in the Senate 
Chmnbers and are open to the 
pul;1ic.;We encourage you to attend. 
Vid0:-,S remarks on the pages 6f the 
Conl:1)ent can not accomplish 
anything. 
The Senate is working hard for all 
oUhe stude,nts here at Bridgewater 
S (ateColl~ge , let's give credit where 
'credit is due. 
. thankyou, 
Nancy A Silva 
Senator Class of 1983 
probably just shruggs it off: He 
doesn't seem. to want refuge in 
Egypt and some of .our top officials 
are speaking of permenant assylum. Dial Access 
At thispointI cduldscream! All you (Cant. from p.l) 
see are slogans, support to suggests. other system I have ever been. 
hostages. Please think ofwhar th:at Mr. Gibbs stated that ther is three involved in." It has the latest 
means!· Why would you want to . q~arters of a million dollars worth of equipment and teaching techniques 
support them as hostages? I say free media equipment on this campus and unlimited possibilities for 
them, .. and if that means arresting and less than half of it is put to its full student teaching. Right now, not aU 
the Shah and returning himtotrialin capacity. "We welcome people to of the equipment is in y~t,due to a 
. his own country, then yes, do it! I come and see us. This college has tie up in funds. Bob designed the 
say this man is notviorthy of the . something that no one else has. So entire system over the summer. He 
wholesituation.Ifamurderercame many don't realize this place exists." said, "My dream is to tie in every 
into this country and was wanted by In the future, Bob and Walter's- building on this campus to Dial 
his country,theofficials here v;ould plans are far·reaching and . Access. It can be done with very 
arrest him, and replytothe·r?quesfextensive. "We can videotape· little. expense." 
of the other country: Why js the classroom sessions. We .can have. The entire access system is a 
Shp.hsIJ ,sP'?C1al? .: .. the capability of playing films and tribute to the men who got it running 
I don t condom. the taktn~ of slides through the video system. We in the first place and keep it running 
hostages, Khomem and especIally._ hope to expand these features in the yearly. If you haven't seen Dial 
not, the Shah, Qr any violence that's . future.l#. . Access, it could be worthwhile for 
occured in re~a~ed instances .. Let the Mr. Gibbs commented,i'The new you. to visit soon, as it is an 
Shah be extndlt~d ... so ~e can save Burnell has the mpost sophisticated important arid valuable resource. It 
face ... ~nd ge.t rid of tius problem. system, which is. capable . of Is the&ystem. of thefututeand the 
OtherWIse t~IS problem may dr~g performing more functions than an~;::":jWjtH{~?J~ D8~-~:;:,I"cj;i:: . onforsOlTl!3b,m~ ... a.sta,.)ernate~.Ti1!.s".,...", '. .r ".",,:, .. "., >\ ",.,""....':., .:." :.>,:." 
[Commentary is a feature of The Comment which provides an open 
forum fo~ all :nembers of the college community. The opinions 
expressed herem are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
express the opinion of The Comment.} 
Article 
Questioned 
Everyone who picked up a copy of the December 6th issue of The 
Comment must have read Mr. Leo Wiltshire's "report" called "DORM 
FIGHT QUESTIONED"; it was the cover story. 
Beside the fact that such an issue could be considered higher in 
priority than an announcement about an Alpha Brother's death (among -
other subjects) , the material that was printed is fictitous, degrading, and 
unprofessionaL It is unfortunate that SGch powerful terms have to be 
used in describing the article, but I personally feel that this is the most 
civil course to take in reconciliation. Libel is, after all, a serious offense. 
(Could it be considered front page material?) 
To begin with, it was Mr. Robert Reed, not Mr. Terry Murphy, who 
claimed that he· was allegedly "hit with a shot of liquid from a fire 
extinguisher while removing his contact lenses in the men's room while 
Chip was having a shaving cream fight with Rich Harwood." Mr. Murphy 
does not even wear eye glasses· let alone contact lenses! 
The paragraph about the plaintiffs claiming that they could prove that 
they were assaulted "by citing records in the College Health Service 
showing that Terry had two lumps on the back of his head that night" is at 
best strange. The words seem to lead the readers to believe that this was 
the plaintiffs' el.}idence brought before the board. Suprisingly, there was 
no mention in th article about a key witness named Mr. Don 
McCorrison, who 'provided testimony which did, in fact, substantiate 
one of the plaintiffs' accusations. Mr. McCorrison's testimony led to a 
decision by the Board finding Mr. Barone guilty of one count of assault. 
.~- The paragraph mentioning my name almost strikes me as being 
humorous. I must admit, my testimony was lengthy,and, as Mr. 
Wiltshire said, prepared. The reporter did not mention that Mr. Reed 
and Mr. Murphy also prepared their testimony-but he, then again didn't 
mention a lot of things, did he. Neither in my written statement, nor on 
the tape recording of the hearing, did I ever claim "that I saw (Terry's) 
throat grabbed by Rich Harwood." As I recall, that is actually what Mr. 
Barone and Mr. Barreiros claimed which can be heard on the tape:) Nod 
did I ever say, even "in part that they (Terry and Bob) should have just 
told Chip to put the fire extinguisher away." Since when did I become a 
witness for the defense?? I still cannot llnclerstand t~e reasoning behind 
Mr. Wiltshire's other statements concerning my testimony (which are 
unneccessan: to reneat) due to'the comolete irrelevance and manner i,l 
tvhich they p~bliciy 'announce a very per~onal matter, which only serves 
to embarass one of the plaintiffs. There were many more i important 
matters left to be published. 
The section of the article which concerns the Scott Hall Residence 
Council Judicial Board's decision is also vague and misleading as well as 
incomplete. As all concerned must remember, Mr. Barone was found 
guilty on one count of assatlt, but the decision of the Councel not only 
weekend suspension for the third quarter, but also discipinary probation 
from the date of the decision until the start of th~ fourth quarter~ The last 
paragraph of the article is the real. bombshell, though. The Board did, 
actually claim "that they. were suspicious of some of the testimony", but 
they reminded BOTH THE DEFENDANTS AND THE PLAINTIFFS of 
soem of the 
The section of the article which concerns the Scott Hall Residence 
Council Judicial Board's decision is also vague and misleading as well as 
incomplete. As all concerned must remember, Mr. -Barone wasfoul1d 
guilty on one count of assault, but the decision of the Council not only 
weekend suspension for the third quarter, but also disciplinary probation 
from the date of the decision until the start of the fourth quarter. The last 
paragraph of ~he article is the real bombshell, though. The Board did, 
. actually claim "that they were suspicious of some of the testimony", but 
they reminded BOTH THE DEFENDANTS AND THE PLAINTIFFS of 
their right to appeal the testimony. Perjury is, after all, a serious offense. 
Mr. Wiltshire said that only Chip was offered an· appeal because of 
suspicious testimony, therefore.he has (possibly unknowingly) pointed a 
supposedly professional finger at the plaintiffs and their witnesses (Of 
which my name was the only one meniioned) ... ACCUSING US OF 
PERJURY! 
. .May it now be pointeD. out that Mr. Wiltshire is also a WBIM D.J .... the 
program Director of which is Mr. Barone. This relationship is similar to 
an Employee/Employer situation, which means that there may have 
been a slight chance that Mr. Wiltshire could have beenBiased (whether 
he meant to or not, and I do give him due credit for trying to be objective). 
Consequently, he should not have been allowed to cover the story. We 
must, however, leave those types of decisions to the Editor of the paper. 
- I would like. to see a retraction of the article as wellas an apology. That 
does not seem to be too much to ask. When Mr. WiltshIre was 
approached tel why he didn't double-checkto make sure and gethis facts 
straight, he said something to the effect that his notes were fuzzy. 1ft hat 
was the case, he should not have printed the article. There al50i5 atape 
recording of the entire hearing, andjt was announced by the Bbard(at 
the ~tartof the hearing)· that it was to be taped. I guess MrlWiltshire 
missed that statement, too. 
It is extremely unfortunate, and I feel very badly that thisletter,had to 
be written-after all, Mc Wiltshire is a fellow student with, I am !;ufe;very 
good intentions. But theJact remains that the article on the.fro1')t page of 
the December 6th issue of The Comment has unduly contotfed afew 
students' an a Residence Council Judicial Board's staternf:mts·.ahd 
decisions, which, in turn, reflect. on theirpersonaJ reputatio·hs. Maybe 
next .. time Mr. Wiltshire should, bring his own tape recorder with .him· 
when he goes torepbrtol1anoth~rsuch controversial subjgct, . . 
Respectfully, 
.Pj; ~legh6rn 
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Sports lIfeTnories Of The 70'S 
FPll" the- sjJorts fan its been quite a 
decb::e,'lhese 1970's. Yes sir, from 
Hank Aaron to Jerry Zimmerman, 
Syl Apps to Don Zanussi, its been a 
period of outstanding performances 
as well as ten years of surprise and 
disappointments. As the 1970's 
slowly begin the final co .. mtdown. I 
present to you a look (l";0me" 01 
those moments that } 'rir.<"~'back vivid, 
memories. (If I fo~~t your favorite 
inc dent or ath1ete, a thousand 
par'Hr1ns) OK Fets play ball!! 
1~ ,'O:The Hoston Bruins win their 
firsf Stailley Cup in 29 years as 
Bo'·~.JY Orr takes, a Derek 
Sar. clerson pass in overtime and 
blasts a shot past St. Louis Blues 
goc':.:! Glenn Hall for a 4-3 victory ... 
Smokin Joe Frazier knocks out 
Jin":n;', Ellis in the fifth round to win 
the VlJorld Heavyweight crown ... 
New York Knicks edge the LA. 
Lakzrs' to win NBA title despite 
Jerry W,ISt'S "miracle" shot. .. while 
. \kirido:' (;aptures NBA rookie of the 
year h6:1t')rs... Field goal kickerc::; 
Liave thcir moments as Tom 
Dempsey clNhe New Orleans Saints 
bO.Jts a 6:3' yard to beat Detriot, 
while Jim O/Briens late kick lifts the 
Baltimore Colts to a 16-13 
Superbowl win over Dallas ... Brazil 
wins the World Cup in soccer led by 
Superstar Pele ... Jim Plunkett of 
Stanford wins the Heisman Trophy 
and is the first pick by the Boston 
Patriots the lJext year... . 
American Football league merges 
with the NFL. .. Jim Boutons Seattle 
Pilots move to Milwaukee ... Tony 
Esposito establishes modern day 
record of 15 shutouts while in goai 
for the Chicargo Black Hawks ... 
SSC Womens Basketball T earn 
goes to National , T ournamen1 
following a 12-2 regular season. 
1971: Baltimore Orioles win 3rd 
straight American League crown, 
but lose to Pittsburg in the Work 
Series as Pirates Steve Blass wim 
two games and Roberto ClementE 
hits .414 ... Phil Esposito leads NHL 
with 76 goals and 152 points _ .. A 
young goalie named Ken Dryden 
leads the Montreal Canadiens to a 
stunning upset over the Bruins 
enroute to a Stanley Cup 
Cha~pionship ... Los A.ngelos 
their way to the title ... Penn State 
Lydell Mitchell scores 29 
touchdowns for Joe Paterno ... 
Miami placekicker Garo Yepremian 
boots a 37 yard field goal on 
Christmas Day, seven minutes and 
forty ~econds into the sixth quarter 
to beat the R.C. Chiefs in the 
longest game ever... Frazier beats 
Ali in 15 rounds to defend his title ... 
Washington Senators move away to 
Texas ... and the American League 
wins the All-Star game, 6-4 at 
Detroit. It would be their final win to 
date in the annual classic. 
1972: .U.S.S.R. wins the 
controversial Olympic Gold Medal 
game in Basketball over the United 
States, the first and only time the 
U.S. has ever lost an Olympic game 
in this sport... Mark Spitz wins, 
seven gold medals in swimming ... 
Oakland A's win the World Series 4· 
3 over the Cincinnati Reds, as Gene 
T enace hits two home runs in his 
first two series at·bats ever ... U.S . 
wins its fifth straight Davis Cup in 
tennis ... U.S.c. Trojans win the 
Rose Bowl and take the National 
Championship... Bruins recapture 
Stanley Cup in six game series 
versus the New York Rangers ... 
Sandy Koufax and Yogi Berra are 
named to Baseball's Hall of Fame ... 
Luis Tiant completes a great come 
back year with 15 wins and a 1.91 
E.R.A. 
1973: O.J. Simpson rushes for a 
record 2,003 yards for the Buffalc 
Bills... New England Whalers wir 
the first Avco Trophy for thE 
W.H.A. championship ... Phil, 
deplhia 76'ers lost 73 games in an 8t 
game schedule... Secretariat wins 
the Horseracing Triple Crown ... 
U.C.L.A. Bruins under Johr 
Wooden win their seventh straighl 
NCAA Basketball crown... Nolar 
Ryan fans 383 batters to establish c 
modern day. baseball record .. 
Miami Dolphins win the Super Bow 
despite Garo Yepremians "pass' 
that resulted in Washington's onl~ 
slureof. the garrie.~. Bobby Riggs 
defeats MargarElt· Smith Court in 
their female vs. maluenni$ duel, 
, . ,.- T.JS C~ngress 
passes Legislation to prohibit local 
blackouts of Nfl. games that have 
1974 Bnstr-r. Celtics defeat the the 
lv'il·'''G'·.lK~e Bucks in an exciting 
sever. 'game series. The unusual 
note here is that the home team fails 
. to win a game, as Boston wins four 
in Milwaukee ... Clint Shaw of 
Victoria, Canada roller skates 3000 
miles across the US ... Ice Skater 
Janet Lynn over 750.000 dollars to 
become the richest sportswomen 
ever ... Hank Aaron breaks the 
immortal Babe Ruths homerun 
record as he hits number 715 off 
Dodgers pitcher Al Downing. 
Braves Relief pitcher Tom House 
recovered the ball to forever put 
name in the annuals of Baseball 
trivia ... Lou Brock of the St Loius 
Cardinals steals 118 bases ... North 
Carolina State snups UCLA's 
basketball streak at seven as they 
win the NCAA title ... Oakland A's. 
win their 3rd" straight World Series 
led by Cy Y Gung winner Catfish 
Hunter ... Miami wins its second 
straight superbowl over Minnesota. 
13 years old Mats Wermelia scores 
all of his teams 272 points in a 272-0 
. basketball victory in Swedish 
National Tournament. 
1975 Boston Red Sox are beaten in 
seven games by Cincinnati in 
probably the most exciting World 
Series ever. Five of the games are 
decided by one run. The 
memnorable sixth game saw Berni~ 
Carbo tied the game score 6-6 with a 
pinch hit 3 run home run. On Oct, 
22 at 12:38 am Carlton Fisk homers 
to win the game. In the game seven 
Joe Morgan singles off Jim Burton 
to drive in winning run. It was 
Burtons last appearrence in the 
major leagues for the 1970's. The 
series also featured two wins each 
by Luis, Tiant and Rawly 
Eastwick. .. and the Anbrister Fisk· 
interference? play... Muhammed 
Ali wins the "Thriller in Manilla" with 
a KO of Joe Frazier. .. BSC Mens 
Basketball team with John 
McSharry, Matt Mendes,and Gene 
Walcott leading th? way. are the 
numbef. oneseed>in theNAIA 
Tournament.~..Chuck Fairbanks 
Sooners are National Champions in 
F ootball...John Walker of New 
Zealand becomes first man to run 
the mile under 3 minutes and 50 
Budweiser® 
,K,ING 'OF BEERS® 
I HLETE OF tHE· WEEK 
Suan Crockett 
Saun established team record in the 200 yard 
Butterfly. He reset this mark in the teams first meet 
against Brandies. He is undetfeated in the Butterfly 
thus far this year. 
World Chess Title over Anatoly 
Karpov... The ageless Goerge 
Blanda calls it quits after a lengthy 
carreer. Blanda becomes the All-, 
Time leading scorer by amassing 
2,002 points ... Washington Capitols 
lose 17 straight NHL contests, most 
ever in the league. 
1976: Sugar Ray Leonard wins Gold 
Medal in the lightheavy weight 
boxing division ... The NY Nets win 
the final American Basketball 
Association title, before the league 
merges with the NBA. .. Bob McAdo 
Buffalo Braves wins his third 
consecutive NBA scoring crown, 
and the Celtics defeat the surprising 
Pheonix Suns for the league title. 
Pittsburg Panthers and Tony 
Dorsett win NCAA football title as 
Dorsett breaks records in career 
yardage rushing and scoring ... 
Dorothy Hamill thrills the world with 
her performance and Gold Medal in 
. Womens Figur-e Skating ... Reds win 
second consecutive World Series, 
in five games over NY Yankees ... 
Mark Fidych, The Bird, wins 
,American League Rookie of the 
year honors for the Detriot 
Tigers ... Phillies slugger Mike 
Schmidt hits four Homeruns in a 
single game ... OJ Simpson rushes 
for a single game record :273 yards to 
break his old record... Toronto 
Maple Leafs Darryl Sittler scores a 
record 10 points in one game against 
Boston. World Football league 
departs, so no more ?Detriot 
Wheels and Chicargo Fire ... 
1977: Reggie Jackson belts 3 
home runs off 3 different Dodgers 
pitchers to lead the Yankees and 
Billy Martin to the World Series ... 
Notre DAme wins National 
Championship ... Kelsey Finch of 
T ennesee rushes 99 yard~ for a 
touchdown ... Russ Erxleben and 
Steve Little both kick 67 yard field 
goals ... Cicinnati slugger George 
Foster belts out 52 home 
runs ... John Havelicek retires after 
playing a rec<)rc:]11JBa g~Jl1es for 
the Boston Celtics,·withhis 
retirement goes on record6{ 15 
straight 1,000 point seasons. The 
next two seasons are lean ones ... 
1978: World Cup is won by 
Argentina with a3·1 victory over the. 
Netherlands ... Kevin Porter hands 
out 29 assists in a game for the New 
'Jersey Nets ... Wnile Dave 
Thompson scores 73 points for the 
Denver Nuggets ... Cosmos wir 
Soccerbowl of NASL by defeating 
Tampa Bay Rowdies ... Tom Sneva 
finishes second in the Indy 500 for 
the second consecutive season, as 
Al unser wins his third race here 
during the 70' s ... Jack Givens 
brilliant 41 piont effort leads 
Kentucky to the NCAA crown over 
, Duke ... Ron Guidry caps off a 
sensational campaign with the Cy 
Yuong award as the Yankees win 
another World Series ... Boston Red 
Sox blow a wide lead late in the 
regular season to end in a tie with 
NY. In the playoff game, Bucky 
Dent takes a Mike Torrez pitch 
"downtown" to win it for the Bronx 
Bombers. Celtics draft some guy 
named Larry Bird ... 
1979: BSC Cross Country Team 
wins 10th straight under Coach 
John Laverty ... WHA merges with 
the NHL marking the return of 
superstars Bobby Hull and 51 year 
old Gordie Howe to the 
league ... Ann Meyers signs a 
professional basketball contract 
with the Indiana Pacers but is 
released ... The "We are Family" 
Pittsburg Pirates capture the World 
Series after trailing Baltimore 3 
games to one ... Kent T ekulue and 
Willie S1 argell lead the way for the 
comeback, along with Phil Garners 
bat. Probably the worst played 
series defensively as both sides 
committ a ton of errors. Wayne 
Gretzky signs a 21 year contract 
with Edmonton Oilers... Pittsburg 
Steelers win the Superbow!· by 
knocking off Tom Landry's 
Cowboys , .. Earvin Magie Johnson 
and. Gregg Kelsar outdual Larry 
Bird and Indiana State to win the 
NCAA Crown for Michjga~1 
State ... Woody Hayes is fired at 
Ohio State after slugging a Clemson 
player ... Quadrangle 8 with Doc 
Johnson and Killer Kryzanek enj()y 
;Ci silccessfuU,campaign by whipping 
comment 42-12 .•. Navy defeats Amy 
31·7 to tie their long series at 37-37· 
6. 
Students 
Enjoy eight weeks unlimited 11; .. il-", rIfle 
. OLD COLONY., .. 
only $25. 00 college id required 
,Facilities:t 2 Gyrrmasiums -Pool 
eRaCI'uetball Courts -Tracks 
, --Universal Room -Weight Room 
.~~ OLD COLONY •• '
L!U \I/1;n""l Btul Ion 
call 583-2155 
offer avail. Dec. I-Jan. 2 
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Defeat eene State 
The BSC Swim Team had a 1r====================================::::::1h:====:R;::::=======================================~ 
decivied victory over Keene State 
by a score of 58-36.The win marked 
the second victory for the team 
. Though Keene State did not have a 
very big team, the members they 
have are excellent swimmers. 
Bridgewater was able to take 8 out 
of 12 races. 
There were many standouts in 
the meet, Bob Camerion was 
reportly the biggest point getter as 
he was able to win the 500 and1000 
yard freestyle. Bob McCarson came 
out on!?p.. in the 200 yard 
Backs~.~:~: ... :. 
The ·tearrl~itiO won the 1 and 3 
meter diving,200 yard Breststoke, 
and the 200 yard· yard freestyle . 
Susan Cracket easily won the 200 . 
yard Butterfly. 
The team is now 2-2. Their two 
wins came against Mass. Maritime 
and Keene State. Their two loses 
came against Noreslt=:!11 amJ 
Brandeis.Coach Yeskewicz says 
"We hope to do better in the next 
semester." . 
Also, Coach Yeskewicz and 
Bridgewater State College will 
sponsor a Massachusetts State 
College Swim meet. The meet will 
be held at BSC on Saturday, 23rdof 
Feburar~l. 
In the meet anyone in the State 
College system can participate, as 
long as they have good academic 
standing. The main preface fro this 
meet is to promote swimming 
around the college system. It also 
allows students whose college 
dosen't have a swim team to 
complete, think about it. This meet 
is a nan· scoring meet and is mainly 
for fun 
Came on down and enjoy the fun 
On Wednesday December 12, 
The BSC Bears football team held 
their annual awards Awards, 
Banguet to honor the squasds 
award winners and to announce 
next years captains. The Most 
Valuable Player Award went to 
Dave White . He was a linebacker 
for the Bears this Year. The 
Sportsmanshiip Award went to 
,senior Jeff Hawkins Both these 
sqauds were voted on by the 
players. The coaching staff selected 
Gregg Kasabian with their Coaches 
Award for the 1979 season. 
Announced for next years captsains 
were Dan McNulty a two year 
____ ----,.-.----........ a..v;"", 
n 
starter at defensive tackle, and 
Dave White who has been a starter 
for the past three Several BSC 
players were also recipients of other 
awards. Dave Hickey was chV.psen 
to the All New England Football 
Conference Team as a punter, as 
well as being placed on the ECAC 
Division III Squad, along with Fran 
Muccio, at defensive Gaurd. Also 
Dave White and Bob Spinney 
Spinney were selected to the Herald 
American All New England College 
Division All-Star Team At theiur 
respective Positions. 
In reveiwing the past season, 
Coach Pete Mazzaferro noted that 
rs 
,"We lost ot teams we should have 
beaten and beat teams that should 
have defeated us." He aslso 
mentioned that they were a young 
tream offensively and as a result 
turnovers hurt them. Coach 
Mazzaferro also took time to praise 
several members of his offesive' 
.team. " Ai Colarusso, our Fullback 
did afine job· and when ihjured was 
, replaced by John Hooper." Hooper 
rushed for 147 yards against 
PlynlOut State. " Jeff Finan caught 
20 :passes and performed well all 
ye1.ir·. for us . Ron McCarthy and 
Vinny Hart helped out and voth 
return next fal l. The Coach also 
Hoopsters . Win Big 
. The BSC Mens B~skteball 
team Defeated Mas 5 Maritime 105-
84 tuesday night to even· their 
conference record at 2-2 (3· 
5}overall. The game marked the 
return of MikeCheny, whose 
absen~e was felt as athe Bears 
inside game weakened. Mike should 
be ready for next semester in fall 
form. Noted Coach Knudson. 
Despite Cheneys absence, the 
Bearts were in· every game losing 
c1osecontest to ?Salem State.65-60 
andt'!is:hjols_ 91·89. P~~king up the 
slack have been Terry Reily and' 
Billy English. Ehglish a senior from 
,Winthrop recently scored his 1000· 
point in a victory ove over Fitchburg 
State With Cheneys anticipated 
return the squad will hopefully tu-rn 
things around. They wi! return to 
actoin at home on january 8, hosting 
Worcester State. ". The Hockey 
team is off to a super start, c1.\rrently 
sdporting a 5·2 record. Their most 
recent victiry was a .9-6 decision 
over Worcester State Lancers. 
Playi~g in plaYing in. his last game 
was goaltender Jim Boduch a senior 
who graduates this semester, The 
Bears could easily be unbeaten as 
bOth defeats ( Army and North 
Adams) were by narrow scores. 
Coach Rogers tea<m has been a very 
physical one not being afraid to tuse 
their bodies. Next semester will 
mark the return of goalie Deacon 
Perotta. More on both teams in 
Next semesters issues of th e 
Comment. 
A.nyone interested in writing Winter' S'ports for 
the Comment please contact Danny in the 
.... Comment Office after 12:00 or attend our staff 




applauded the efforts of Dave 
HIckey, Sam Scola and offensive 
lineman Fran Mussio, Matt Blake 
and Ron Roy 
Turning to the defense, the coach 
mentioned that" They kept us in 
every game and were super all 
year.". Dave White and Greg 
Kasablan were outstanding all year 
at linebackers Bob wolanqel came 
. around and played great football the 
last two games. Dan McNulty also 
was a steady performer at tackle I 
was als? pleased with Bob Spinney 
efforts In the defensive backfield as 
we put him on the other teams best 
receiver." 
For the ftext fall, Coach 
Mazzaferro looks to rebuil his 
offensive line as Mussio Blake and 
Ron Royall graduate. ". We need 
some more offensive punch and 
we'll have several openings in our 
backdield to . fiIr' he mentioned:' 
And I hpoe our defense can play. as 
well next fall as it did this season." 
Mazzaferro also mentioned that the 
attitude of the team was great all 
year, and our captains , Fran 
Muccio , Jeff Hawkins and Geg 
Kasa bian did a great .Job 
J Women's basketball rosters are now being accepted. They are' 
due by Wednesday, January 30, 1980 at 4 p.m. to the IM/RECi 
Coordinator (109 Kelly). 
Play will begin the week (j'f february 4, 1980 .. 
·Give The Comment to 
someone you love II 
'You can now send a gift 
subsc;;ription to a friend or relative 
for only $7~OO·a semester or $12.00 
for two semesters. 
For more in/ormation. call Jim· 
Calnan at 697~8857 
or mail a check or money order to 
The Comment . 
Student UniQn Building· 
St~te College 
Bridgewater,MA ·02324 
, (attenti0l1:1}it;;tribution Den.t.) 
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Top left·right by Stacey Ventura, Christopher 
Janke. Bottom by Robert Gray. Drawing on page 
one' by Megan Phaneuf .. 
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Above by Rebecca Crosy. Below by Loretta 
Durning. 
A Visit to the 
Toy Store 
by Sharon Donchue 
Well, Christmas is here again; the time of year when, more than any 
other time, the child lance was, stirs inside of me again. It was on this 
note that I headed for the local toy store, with my kid sister Amy in tow as 
aguide. I must admit, however, that this year's toys are a lot different than 
the ones I asked Santa Claus for. 
First off, Amy wanted to look at the Barbie dolls. "Well, Barbie's still 
around. I guess 1''11 not so old." I thought to myself. But the dolls weren't 
so familiar when i got a look at them. One of Barbie's hands was clenched 
in a permanent fist, while Ken's face wore a lecherous leer. "What dollE 
are these?" I asked Amy. "Oh, this is Liberated Barbie, and that's 
Chauvinist Ken". What do they do?" "Well, Barbie and Ken go out on a 
date, and Ken makes some sexist remark, and then-" Amy pushed a 
button on Barbie's back and her knee sprung up to gr::Jin-kick Ken, who 
crumpled over, "Oh, great," I muttered and moved on to an innocent 
looking teenage doll. "Who's this. Amy?" "Well, Sha, you remember 
growing-up Skipper? You turn her arm and she develops?" At my nod, 
Amy continued. "Well, this is Growing-up·Too-Fast Skipper."Amy 
turned the doll's arm and not only did her chest exp:md, but her stomach 
did too. I read the wording on the doll's package."Comes complete with 
fashionable smock and dead rabbit." 
I shuddered and moved on to the next aisle, Games. Oh, sure, they still 
have Monopoly and Checkers, but the aisles were stuffed with games for 
the modern child. Amy grabbed a red, white and blue box. "This is a 
good one, Sha." "The Watergate Game?" I read "What's the object of this 
one?" "To cheat." A large machine with many blinking lights caught my 
eye. "Computerized Solitaire? What's this one do?" Amy smiled, with 
knowledge-ability at me, "It shuffles the cards, deals them, turns them 
over, and keeps score." "This may sound stupid, Amy, but what does the 
player do?" "Oh, he sits and watches" answered my younger sibling. I 
passed by Automatic Baseball, Automatic Football, Automatic Soccer, 
Automatic Hockey, and a toy gynecoligist's kit, and picked up the last 
box on the shelf, which contained only two simple toy guns. "What's this 
Amy?" "Oh, that's the "Deer Hunter" game." 
Disustedly, I headed for the exit, but Amy tugged at my sleeve. 
"Please, just a couple more minutes, sha! I want to look at the baby dolls." 
Wearily, I nodded my assent. After all, what could they do to sweet, 
innocent baby dolls? 
A lot, I discovered. The first doll I picked up was really ugly. Amy didn't 
even wait for me to ask. She said, 'That's Patty Possessed. Her head 
turns around and around and she spits up green stuff." "Thank God she 
doesn't talk." I sighed, and headed down the aisle, past Baby Realistic, 
who screams all night; Annie Alcoholic, who staggers across the floor 
and gets the DTs; and the Tatum O'No::a\ doll, who smokes, swears, and 
makes terrible movies(although she does cOl}1e with her own pretend 
Academy Award}. The last baby doll I came to, looked harmless enough. 
I picked it up, it didn't do anything. It had no buttons, no strings, no 
nothing. I hugged it to me. "What a fantastic doll, Amy! What't her 
name?" "Don't you know anything, Sha? That's Baby Comatose!" 
Needless to say, that's when we left. 
Yes, sir, Christmas toys have changed since I was young, and I have 
the sinking feeling that, when I get up on Christmas morning with Amy; 
instead of "Ho, Ho, Ho" I'll be saying "Help, Help, Help!" 
Christmas Lists 
by J.P. Wayne/ 
Because It IS ousy this time of year, and because I am lazy, and because 
I have no knowledge of proper rhetoric, I am unable to put my thoughts 
into a coherent, journalistic form. Instead, I present to you my Christmas 
lists.; . 
Five depressing things on Campus 
.A walk from the Hill 
.The gameroom 
.Shepherd's pie 
-THe red thing in front of the Union 
.term papers ' 





.something useless from your Aunt Crummette in Buffalo 
Three things you probably won't get for Christmas 
-an iron lung 
ean intergalactic satellite 
.a solar powered moped 
Two quotations and their true meaning 
... Themail isn't out yet."--"I have no friends." 
."How did you do on the test?"--"I got an 'A' on the test." 
Thre people to whom lowe a public apologies 
eTa Albnert Hilsplosh, for calling you "Leprosy F ace'~ and putting glue in 
your fluffernutter in eighth grade . 
• 10 Doris, for falling asleep at the Junior prom and not kissing you 
goodnight. 
eTa any old lady on the orange line whom I ever knocked over 
Nine things you. probably owned in the '70s 
-Earth shoes 
.A "Partridge Family" album 
.snorkel jacket 
.Bruins sweatshirt 
-huge bell bottomed jeans 
.a leisure suit 
.pet rock 
-MIA bracelet 
.dungaree jacket '(with patches) 
Two wishes to you from me 
/ .Merry Christm.as . 
·Happv New Year 
~_M ~ 
Board of Higher 
Education M eels 
On Tuition Increase 
BRIDGEWATER The 
Massal'husdts Board of !ligh~r 
Euucatilln met in Boston on 
Friday. February ~Oth. to listen 
tu argumenh from "uvucates of 
a tuition incre<.JsL' in the stall' 
college and university system. A 
representiltive of th~ Board of 
Trustees at Lowell Technologicul 
Institute met with the members 
of the Higher Education Board 
to outline his sdlOol's plans and 
req llests. including the raising of 
tuition from S200 a year to 
what h,~ terms the "mon: 
reLllisti.c figure" of $600 per 
year. 
The Board heard the request 
and discLlssed th-c pros and cons 
of the issLle. A spokt.:sman for 
the Higher Education Board 
later told the COMMENT that 
the mattl.:!' hud' been referred to 
:.l study commission which 
would look into the issue further 
and l1lak~ a feport to the BoanJ 
on its findings a t a later date. 
The COMMENT has learned 
that a Task Force had 
invcstigatt:ti the situation over a 
yeiJr ago at the urging of the 
Board, and had reported that 
tuition increase WaS not 
advisable at th:.lt time. 
Considerable pressure is heing 
applied now, however, from 
hoth lawmakers. taxpayers anti 
the puhlic media. 
WBZ radio and television 
callle out strongly in favor of a 
tuit ion increase last wcek. calling 
the current tuition figuft's an 
"anachronism" and urging that 
the Board of Higher Education 
recol111l1entl a raisl' in the fees. 
The Board did not do this at 
tht'ir meeting. a nd a rdiable 
source tolLi the COMMFNT that 
he deemed it "highly unlikely" 
that the Board will take any 
action on· the matter no\\/. 
Because the revenue from 
. tuition does not go directly haL'k 
into the colkges and universitil's. 
he pointed out. it appears more 
likely the B()ard wifl leave the 
matter lip to the Legislature and 
the individual trustees of the 
various institutions, 
This S:.lllle sourcc told this 
newspaper that even with the 
added pressurc to raise the 
tuition. considerahle as it is, he 
douhts if a tuition raise will be 
passed this year. Over (i 1,000 
students are currently enrolled 
in the "tate L'olleg~ and 
university system, many from 
low income families who would 
suffer from a raise at this time. 
M a 5sa l:husetts Governor 
(Continued on page 2) 
Contribute To The 
Jim Accomando 
Scholarship Fund 
Started by Jim's friends, thiS fund will provide 
financial awards to needy students on a 
temporary .or permanent basis, in accordance with 
the funds that the Scholarship Committee is able 
to collect. 
Send Cash or Check to: 
Jim Accomando Scholarship Fund 
P.O. Box 99 
Bri-. dewater, Mass. 02324 
C .• airman: Prof. Jim Scroggs 
Ark .. A Life ... 
1 had- a friend 
and now he's gone, .. 
-Tim Hardin 
Jim Accomando lived a life 
as long and as full and as 
well-lived as anyone-except 
himself-could really ever expect 
of a 23-year oldman. But he 
asked more of himself, and so 
touched a lot of lives in a special 
way (including, thankfully,· my 
own), especially after his 
marriage to Pam. His friends 
might easily fall into the trap of 
venerating him or building him 
into a minor prophet-something 
which would alternately amuse 
and horrify Jim if he were told it 
was going on. I think that he was 
the best"man I've ever known; 
but he was a man, and should be 
remembered that way. 
Jim was usually ahead of the 
rest 'of us in style: sandles and 
folk music, beards and 
encounters came early for him. 
He was more thana little wild as 
a kid, and let off steam in a way 
that wasn't entirely socially 
acceptable to a lot of people. He 
was a dedicated athlete who 
worked . hard at football and 
took it seriously--more seriously 
than he seemed to be taking 
other, su p'posedly more 
important things. He was an 
Alpha brother, and cared about 
his fraternity without playing 
"fratman" image games. He 
drank beer, worked for Eugene 
McCarthy, studied and thought 
about things-all with an 
equality which might have 
marked him as classically average 
Joe College. 
But Jim didn't come across 
that way. He had an indefinable 
spark-a carlng-·which made 
him ... well, which made him 
"what"? I choke on a lot of 
conventional words of praise, 
because he would laugh' to hear 
them applied to him. But this 
stands: .in every~hing I've ever 
known him to do, he wanted.to 
help: he wanted to feel with,and 
close to, people: he had, and 
gave, love ... 
. There are a lot of ways he . 
could have chosen to help: Ark 
eventually chose psychology as 
his path. He held other jobs 
briefly (a summer working with 
Self-Help in Brockton, a few 
weeks at MCI as a councellor), 
but devoted many years, full 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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Woman's Basketball Team 
Invited to 
Nation I ~UIna ent 
BRIDGEWATER The 
Bridgt!water Slate College 
Womeri's Baskethall Team, with 
an outstanding 12-2 ret.:ord for 
the past two seasons. has heen 
invited to l:ompete in the 1970 
National I nvitational Women's 
Intercollegiate Basketball 
Tournament to he held from 
March 12-14. 1970, at 
NortheasternU niversity. Six-
teen eollcgeli and universities will 
be represented in the 
tournament, iIitluding. teams 
from slIch schools as California 
State College, llli,nois State 
University, Kansas State 
University and Northeast~rn 
University. Miss Judy Sr..:hnieder, 
coach of the B.S.C.girls and_ .i 
Bridgewater grad herself (6'0), 
admits that height will be 
working against the Bridgewater 
women, but says, "We're 
optimistic and we view this as a 
great opportunity for the team 
and the school." 
Jeanette Beres, captain of 
the team, and Karen McDonald 
are the team's top scorers. 
The Bridgewater women will 
be facing the defending 
tournament champions, West 
Chester State College of 
Pennsylvania, in-their first game 
of the series, which will take 
place on Thursday, March 12th 
at 1 0: 00 a.m, in the Cabot 
GymnasIum of Northeastern 
University. Till: We!'l Chester 
team is gtncrally regarded as the 
favorites -in' the tournament and 
likely to repeat last year's 
winning performance, so the 
Bridgewater tt'arn will have little 
time to get <Jdjustcd before 
meeting their supreme test. 
In the meantime, the girls 
have several more games to play 
before the tournament. uIJ, 
unfortunatdy, away games; 
They will play two games on 
Saturday at Kingston. Rhode 
Island as they will meet the 
powerful University of Rhode 
Island team at 10:00 a.m. and 
shortly ther(;!afterthey wi1l meet 
the University of Conne,,;tkut on 
the same court. 
Their last regular game of 
the season hikes plaee on March 
4, 1970 when they meet 
Wheaton on the latter's home 
court in a game beginning at 
4:00 p.m. 
Bridgewater will actually be 
playing in two tournaments at 
the same time, for while the 
varsity team is engaged in the 
National Invitational's" the 
Junior Varisty team will be 
representirig . the school lit the 
Massachusetts State College 
Basketball Tournament to be 
held at Boston State College 
from March 13-14. One official 
who is close to the game told ~the 
COMMENT that although the 
J.V. team will be playing Varsity 
teams from the other st<Jte 
college:;, it will likely take that 
crown easily. "Your J.V. team," 
she told us frankly, "is almost as, 
good us your varsity. And it's 
better than any other state 
college women's tt'am around." 
Miss Shirl~y Krasinski, 
physical edUl.:ation instruetor at 
BSC and sports coordinator for 
women's activities, told the 
COMMENT that the nature of 
the game has changed a great 
deul along with the rules, which 
are almost identkal with men's 
now. "To date," Miss Krasinski 
told LIS, "states west of the 
Mississippi have dominated 
women's basketball, but now we 
ure b~ginning to see a gradual 
reversal of that situation and 
women's teams in the east arc 
asserting therpselves as equal and 
even superior r..:ompetitiop." 
The following girls make up 
the lournament·bound 
Bridgewater team: Jeannette 
Beres, captl:lin; Brenda Hubbard; 
Carol Pratt, Carla Tartaglia, 
Carol Anderson, Susan Moss, 
Diane Roy, Pat Salley, Paula 
Sullivan, Diane Dednah, Nancy 
Doyle, Karen McDonald; Judy 
Sullivan, Cecelia DeMa.teo, 
Christine Lodi, Maureen Lyons, 
Joanne O'Callahan, Sharon 
Dupre (manager), and Barbara 
Carreiro·{manager). 
Names In The' News 
John Nic~()ls " .. (left) Running 
for Plymouth selectman. See 
story o!, Page 7. 
VJadmir Diatchenko ... (right) 
A view from Russia. See story 
on Page 7. 
Coach Judy Schnieder and 
Captain Jeanette Beres 
(Jeft) Women's basketball 
team going to NIT. See story 
on Page 1. 
Barry Fitzpatrick -
(right) Big scorer for Bears. 
See story on Page 4. 
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BSC's hockey team was 
shacken-up last week when it was . 
discovered that three players on 
their staritng line were ineligible to 
play. It was found that two of the 
three players were non-
metriculating students--that is 
they were not enrolled in a degree 
program, but they were carrying 
twelve hours in night school. The 
third-ice-man had previously been 
separated from the college and is 
presently in night school. He 
wasn't in a degree program wither. 
(Last year the ECAC EASTERN 
COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC 
CONFERENCE ruled that night 
students carrying twelve hours and 
in a degree program were eligible 
for varisty hockey.) 
Hockey Coach Frank Roberts 
and Mr. Harry Luhman, Man's 
Physical Education Director both 
stated that the ineligibility of the 
three players had not been known 
by them. They told the .cOMMENT 
that the eligibility lists are usually 
brought to the Registrar's Office 
by Coach Swenson. With Coach 
Swenson on sebatacle this 
semester, there" 'was a mix-up 
.concerning the list. Coach Roberts 
not a faculty member at the college 
had assumed the list had been 
taken care of. 
Both Mr. Lehman and Coach 
Roberts described the situation as 
on of those unfortunate misun-
derstandings that occur but it was 
lucky we found out now and not 
later in the season. 
It is still uncertain whether the 
Bears will have to forfeit the four 
games they won with the three 
ineligible players .• The games in 
question are 2 with Mass Maritime 
and one each with Framingham 
ana Roger Williams. 
The ECAC has been contacted, 
Coach Roberts stated, but the 
situation is still 'under in-
vestigation. 
As of Tuesday's 9-3 loss against 
New Haven College, the Hockey 
team record stands at 5 wins and 3 
losses. 'If they forfeit the four 
games in question they will stand 
at 1 win-7 losses. 
Hockey Captain, Paul Napier 
reaffirmed· Coach Robert's and 
Mr. Lehman's assurance that the 
ineligibility of the players had not 
been known. Captain Napier said 
that two of.the players would be 
enrolled in a degree program for 
next semester and back on the 
team, The loss of the three starters 
will hurt the Bears, but a bright 
spot for the team is the possibility 
of Jay abpUi, last year's high 
scorer may Tetum next semester. 
SNEA 
Re.cruitment 
Conference·· . ,., 
·S.N.E.A. in hopes of alleviating 
the job crisis, will sponsor a 
Recruitment Conference, serving 
as a placement s rvice for seniorS, 
on February 15 and 16. S.N.E.A. 
will host Superindtendents from 
~he N~w England region, who will 
mtervlew the prospective teachers 
for next yeflr. The Conference will 
_ anow for the Seniors to meet in-
dividually wIth the Superin- ten-
dents. . 
The idea is that S.N.E.A. want s 
to sell Bridgewater to the 
Superintendents, in order that our 
seniors will stand a better chance. 
in the job market. . 
In order to help finance this 
project, S.N .E.A. . is sponsoring a 
"Faculty Service Auction" on 
Tuesday. Jan. 4 at lO:'OOa.m. in the 
Student Union Ballroom. 
Certain members of the faculty 
have offered their various "ser-
vices" which will be up for sale, at 
the auction,to the student body. 
The mon~y raised from the auc-
tion will be used to help finance the 
recruitment 
Our list of professors and ser-
vices offered is growing. So far we 
have to offer: 
Dr. Dickinson; dinner for two 
Prof. Thornell; bar tending ser-
vices 
Prof. Phillips; take one person 
skiing for a day 
Prof. McC4rdy; milk a cow 
Prof. Nadal; make cookies or a· 
cake for a party or, , 
offer proof reading services. 
Prof. ZuWallack; offers an in-
dividual an I.Q. test 
Prof. Heller; will spin a pot 
Prof. Barnett; butler services for a 
party 
Prof. Wolpert; Italifln dinner for 
four (wine, music, and 
the works) 
Prof. Goldman; tutoring services 
in Chemistry . 
Prof. Wood.; dinner for four 
Prof. Kent; canoe for two through 
the Hock-a-Mock swamp with 
guide- will paddle . 
Stephanie, Secretary in the 
Educa tion Dert.; will type all 
papers for hal a semester 
We hope more professors will 
offer their services. S.N.E.A. 
hopeS to see a large student turnout 
for this auction in hopes of raising 
enough money to sponsor the 
. r~c~i JncJ,lt. eonf.el'ellce. 
LAST FRIDAY THE STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD IN-
VITED ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS TO JOIN THEM FOR A 
DECORATING PARTY. ABOUT. TWENTY KIDS SHOWED UP TO 
HELP TRIM THE TREES AND BRING THE SPIRIT OF CHRIS~MAS 
TO THE UNION. 
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Bse 
Welcollles New 
d • IllIC Dean 
Dr. Anderson, newly appointed 
Academic Dean, comes to us with 
an impressive back round . He 
received his B.A. and M.A. 
degrees from Trinity College 
(Hartford, Conneticut) and a Ph.-
D. in English from the University 
of Chicago. He has been 
associated with the University os 
Northern Iowa for more than 
. ~twenty years, attaining th~ rank of 
Professor of EngUsh in add.ition to 
a wide range of ad.ministrative 
dUties, including Assistant Dean of 
Instruction, Associative Dean of 
Instru'etion and Dean of Un-
dergraduate Studies. 
Dr. Anderson is a former 
Fulbright Fellow (Nethedands), 
Guggenheim FeHow,author of 
numerous articles and of three 
books. His area of specialization is 
American Llter<?ture. He is a 
widely recognized authority on 
Edwin Arlington Robinson and 
has, as a current project, a multi-
volumned work entitled "Th~ 
Collected Letters of Edwin 
Arlington Robinson" to be 
published by Harvard University 
Press. 
In a recent interview wi th the 
new Academic Dean, Dr. An-
derson remarked on the similarity 
of historical backrounds between 
Bridgewater and his former 
school. Although both schools 
began as Normal Schools, U.N.I. 
·has surpassed ESC in it's growth. 
The differences noted by Dr. 
Anderson are mainly the result of 
this phenomenon. He felt that 
although our course offerings are 
more restricted, we have' been 
fortunate in being able to preserve 
an atmosphere of personal in-
teraction and college community 
feeling . 
In life styies, Dean Anderso..'1 
allies himself with neither the 
liberal hot conservative 
viewPQints, preferring a more 
balanced attitude. However, ,he 
also does not consider himself a 
mcderate, sincE; this label holds a1 
negative implication for him. 
As felr as future plans are 
concerned, Dr. Anderson intends 
to continue in his writing and 
research on Edward Arlington 
Robinson and' may consider 
teaching a seminar in this subject 
in a couple of years. 
Dean Anderson expressed 
difficulty in offering many im-
pressions or insights on issues and 
conditions at Bridgewater, since 
he has only been on campus for two 
days. However, he does hope to 
continue Dean Harrington's "Open 
Door" Policy as far as students are 
concerned, and is looking forward 
to a successful year. 
Dr. AnderSOJl 
Mr. Veno 
New Ass't Director For· S.U. 
The Student Union has a new 
Assistant Director! This key 
administrativ~ ~siticn, vacated in 
the midille oX: last year W~llel:1 Mr. 
Thomas Walsh was ·apPointed 
Assistant Registrar,was filled one 
month ago·by Mr. Richard Veno. 
Although Mr. Walsh's place, for 
both the students and the Student 
Union administration, is hard to 
fill the selection of Mr." Veno s~ms to be an excellent choice for 
aU concerned. 
After graduating with a B.A. in 
Political Science from the 
University of New Hampshire in 
1966, Mr. Veno entered the Army 
for 3 years of service. Following 
this, he went on to receive his 
Master's Degree in Couns,eling and 
Personnel Services, a.lso at the 
University of New Hampshire. 
While engaged in his 
, studies, .. ~r. Veno. ~e:rved~s. 
. Assistant Director in their Student 
Union. During this ,assistantship, 
he was very closely involved in the 
planning and programming stages 
for doubling the size of the D.N.H .. '
union. 
Mr. Veno, who bas recently 
moved to Bridgewater with his 
wife Pat, is "very happy" to be 
here. Pronouncing. the Student 
Union "just beautiful". he ex-
pressed enthusiasm and 
amazement over the potential of 
the physical plant, as well as relief 
at the open, relaxed atmosphere he' 
has encountered. 
When asked how he· vieW's ")Us 
work the coming year, Mr. 
Vei1(} his d ... ~ti.es h~to two 
m~jor areas. Ooo,the<, eo;or-
dinating and . supervising of 
student employment in the Union, 
and two, working, in conjunction 
with Mr. Meany, with the Program 
Committee and attached . sub-
committees. One additional 
personal goal Mr. Veno advanced 
is to be accessible to the students. 
He's felt a definite "positive, 
s~udent-orientedn attitude in the 
Union administration, and he 
intends to do all he can to advance 
and continue this feeling. 




College seniors preparing to 
teach school may take the National 
Tea-cher Examinations on any of 
the four different test dates an-
nounced t~ay by Educational 
Testing Service,a nonprofit, 
educ~tional organization which 
prepares and administers this 
testing program. 
New dates for the testing of 
prospective . teachers are: 
November 11,1972, and January 2:l 
, April 7, and July 21, 1973. The 
. tests will be given ~t nearly 500 
locations throughout the United 
States, ETS said. 
Results of the National Teacher 
Examinations are used by many 
large school districts· as one of 
several· factors .in the selection of 
new teachel1$ and by several states 
for certification or licensing of 
teachers. Some colleges also 
reqUire all seniors preparing to 
teach to take the examinations. 
The school systems and state 
departments of· educa tion which 
use the examination results· are 
listed in an' NTE leaflet entitled 
SCORE USERS which may be, 
obtainec! by Writing to ETS. 
" On each full day of testing, 
prospective teachers may take the 
Common Examinations which 
measure their professional 
preparation and general 
educational backround and a 
Teaching Area' Examination which 
measures their mastery of the 
subject they· expect to. teach. 
Prospective teachers should 
contact the school systems in 
which they seek employment, or 
their colleges, f?r sJ)eCific. advice 
on which examinations to take and 
on which dates they should be 
taken. 
The BULLETIN OF IN-
FORMATION FOR CANBIDATES 
contains a list of test centers, and 
information about the 
examinations, as well as a 
Registration Form. Copies may be 
obtained from college placement 
off.icers", . school personnel 
departments, or directly· from 
. National. Teacher Examinations, 
Box 911, Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, New Jersey 
08540 . 
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Proposed 
Student Court System 
by: Yvonne Prevost 
On Tuesday evening, March 6, 
SGA President Kevin Preston 
caned for an informal meeting 
with dorm officers, SGA Student 
Court Justices as well as those 
serving on the Senat.e Righfs and' 
Freedoms' Committee. Topics 
under discussion were 1) a 
proposed restructuring of the 
campus disciplinary and Judicial 
System and 2) suggested 
restructuring of the living pattern 
at Great Hill to co-ed living 
quarters. Kevin clearly state~ 
that neither he nor the student 
Senate have any intention to 
make decisions for the dor-
mitories. However, he does 
think that SGA Council can be of 
ussistance to the dorms, by 
providing support to insure the 
i~plementation of proposals 
wldeh .. tbe dormitorh~s may 
decide upon. 
The main purpose for this 
meeting was to determine how 
students in general feel about a 
change in the judiciary branch of 
the SGA.As it stznds this branch 
of government can only· handle 
conflicts which arise in the Con-
stitution and would like to be more 
directly involved with student 
problems. Natur'ally this would 
mean glvmg more power to the 
judiciary; it would also entail 
much work such as setting up a 
Student Court system under which 
there would be committees such as 
a Dorm CouncH Committee and 
possibly a commuter's committee. 
In this case the Student Court 
would have the power to prosecute 
those students who viola te laws on 
campus and in the dorm .. Under 
such a system students would not 
be expelling other. students since 
only President Rondiluau has the 
right to expel. Kevin also made it 
clear that 'It is not our intention to 
make the judiciary the first 
district court.' However, under 
criminal offenses such as stealing 
puintings in the S. U. the student 
coutt would have the power to take' 
the ussue to a Massachusetts sta te 
court if it was necessary. There 
will be no doubJe. jeopardy-
meaning that a stu~erit cannot be 
tried by both the Student Court and 
. the sta,te court .onany,.qne. issue, 
unless in the case of murder: Also 
if the Student Court has tried a 
person then the college cannot 
subpoena the s tudentand try him 
again, since this would be double 
jeopardy also. 
The judiciary court system 
would therefore be in the. hands of 
the students and will also have the 
right to state d~rm hours etc., 
since it will be working with the 
dorm committee. Obvi'ously the 
'Student Court will be setup for the 
benefit of the dorm students, 
commuters will have very little 
say in dormitory matters, 
nevertheless, it was suggested that 
a commuter's committee be set up 
sometime in the future. 
Many colleges such as Stonehill. 
U.Mass. SMU, etc., now share a 
judicial policy with a, student 
court. Judges would not be elected 
by SGA but by the students. 
The other question taken up at 
the meeting was the possibility of 
co-ed living at Great Hill. Some 
say it's a great idea, it would have 
a civilizing effect on those 
inhabitants of the ·Zoo'. At present 
the Hill is quite an impersonal 
building, being so far from the 
main campus area and being 
occupied by 300 males on one side 
and 300 females on the other side. 
For resident squdents a co-ed 
dorm would offer a different living 
style; At present resident students 
from both upper and loOer'campus 
aree voting on the issue in order to 
see if it is acceptable, 
There will he <Jnotner meeti~g 
Wed., March 28, at 6:30 p.m. in the 
S.U. Formal Dining Room for all 
those intzrested in setting up a' 
dorm committee working under a 
student court system. Results 
from the poqfs dealing with 
making the Hill co-ed will also be 
given. All those interested please 
attend! 
Graduated PaYments .,. 





William SL Andre 
In recent weeks there has been as people, instead of just college 
this campus about the feasability kids. 
of having co-ed dormitiories. Another problem that could be 
Among the people who have ex- eliminated is security at women's 
pressed a tacit wis to experiment ' dorms. There would be fewer men 
with this kind of hOUSing are trying to sneak into dorms to get a 
Deams Deep and Shea. I brought quick lay; and outsiders might 
this up merely to show that all is think twice about entering a dorm 
not idle ta"k. I would like to take to cause proplems (such as have 
thi~ 9Pportunity to reiterate, some happene'd in Woodward Dorm on 
of the arguments in favor of co-ed the third floor) if they knew that 
dormitories. therewere also men living in there 
One reason centers around who wOldn't take kindly to an in-
breakage. Everyone will agree trusion. Perhaps the ESP nuts 
tha~ Great Hill Mne's is a would stop their annual prediction 
veritable zoo. Both the corridors of a "Boston· Strangler-type" in-
and the bathrooms are filthy; with vading a women's dorm. To get 
stall doors falling off and windows down to practicle matters, the 
b~ng broken weekly. Scott Hall is school could save 01). having a 
little better. Recently tbere was guard ar the hill if there wre men 
another case of a fire extinguishe living on the end of the first floor 
being misused at Scott. .Ip most near the fire escape doors. In 
cases the damage is not caused by return for the rooms that the 
"outsiders" butby members of Dr. women would give up, and equal 
Rondileau's "college community" number of rooms on the men's 
who seemed to have little else to side could be allotted to women. 
do with themselves. I feeJ sure On lower campus, a corridor on 
that if there were women living in one wing of Scott Hall could be' 
the same dorm that this type of exchanged for rooms on a floor in 
pointless destruction wold cease. either Woodward or Pope Hall. 
When one lives in. a dorm full of Using a plan like this neither wex 
men, there is a greater tendency would have to give up any of the 
to go overboard once ina while. If too-few rooms thecoUege has 
we (men and women) lived available now for them. ' 
together in the same dorm i would The major argumentaganst co-
force us to learn how to deal with eel dormitories is that there might 
each other as equals. What be too much sexual promiscuity. I 
student wants to show the women 'find this argument groundless . 
. how mature he is by busting a When' men and women can get 
window or carelessly throwing a together as equals sex will no 
butt on the corridor floor? Both longer be put up on a pedastal-to be 
- sexes would have to shape up and worshipped in awe by all. Students 
prove to th other that we are I will move into mature relation-
capable of handling ourselves in a ships that are based on more than 
By RobertL Jacobson WASIUNG,l'ON responsible way~ We came to ~ex. An article in the Sept, ' 1972 
for Student Loans 
Federal student-aid officials have rejected a Gcwemment Favored IdN . college to learn, and one of the issue" of PLAYBOY bears this out. 
proposed variation of the $OVcmment's insured Initially, officials in the U.S. Office of Edu- greatest lessons we can iearn is "Jeff Cohen, in writing the article, 
student-loan program which a number of high- . cation apPeared to be in favor of the idea~ and how to act in a mature way so we'll commented the "There doesn't 
priced collegeS were hoping would relieve the one of them helped to edit a descriptive bra- be-able to handle ourselves once seem to be any promiscuity or wild 
burden of rapidly rising tuition and fees. chure that Harvard published about its 10lpl we get out of here. In a dormitory sexparties ... There's just a very 
The development is a major blow to advo~ plantast' year. one learns how to get along with healthy freedom," and they 
cates of income-1:ontingcnt, "pay-as-you-eam" Now, however. the officials'positioo is that members of one's own sex, but (Standford University Students) 
borrowing pla~ anitto hopes that the federal institutions that want the government to guar- what about the otherhalf of the seem to he handling it very well". 
government eventually might be. willing to antee loans they make to students cannot pra- populatin? How does the other He found·· students of many 
stand behind such loans for. a payback period vide for ~uated repayments as a· ecneral side live and act when they are in. colleges who have co-ed dorms 
of up. to 30 or 4() ycars~ . . .. . option for all borrowen. th fT· d' f th . d d I tt f t" The rejected proposal, already in effect at . BudgetaryoonsiderationS are a ptimaryrca- . e ami larsurroun lOgS 0 elr·a opte a very 'rna e-of~ ac 
·d ... d b' . son for the government's ob,;-ti'ons. It £ ...... s rooms'?U's one thing to date and and "mature" lifestyle. A student HarVar' Umverslty an now su ,ectlo revI- I....... ..,.... 
sion there. is a modified versioo· of the pay- that sraduated repayments will increase its· hold doors open and worry about from Lake . Forest was quoted as as~yoo-earn concept. ·'liabi1i~ytopay for defaults-already a severe whether to kiss him goodnight, but saying the dorm atm9Sphere is 
It would. enable college students to repay problem in the insured-loan program-and these" are superficial actions that "Very relaxed, even though some 
fcder~.ly guaranteed loans in graduated instan~that, by producing larger outstanding bal8JlCie8 anyonecan learn to do. It is better 'of the girls don't like to be 'seen in 
mentS buedon expectatioJ].Sof their future during the life. of the loans, they will cost the to be able to accept a women's (or curlers." ' 
earnings. TreilSUlY morc money in inte~t allowances. man's) opinions and ideas in a Bridgewater has a long and 
A vowing number of colleges have been William M; Simmons, Jr .• director of the more relaxed surrounding so that honorable history with many firsts 
considering the idea as a practical way of ex- Office of Education's division of insured loans. the real person can come ouf and; to it's credit; let's get Qur college 
panding student credit wi~hou( requiring the said last ,,:~k that the government was still be recognized for his (her) in:- community together and learn to 
instilu;tioDS to undertake great financial risks. prepared t? allow cpllegesand other lenders dividual worth. There would be live. Let's be the first state college 
It ~been eyed especially· by private institu- to renegotiate the ·terms of a student', 10iUl fewer stereotypes (jocks, to take this big step toward more 
!~=~* ~~~~~ ~~i:~:S:~~~:~~ ~:~ ~ ~ * ~ u' ~ ~ •• ~. ,~~ ~~~ U4"~~. ~~!! )~~~l!g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ c. 4,~ _". m 4 ~ .~~~::~l~ ~~~! :~:~:~~;:~ w »~:~:.~~~" ~~l~~~., ~'een the 
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SURPRISE /'~~'" '. 
~.'.\~ .. 
or Wait Until Next May ~ •. ' ~ .. :...\;.:o........ T ~~ . 
by Sue Lawson 
Last night when the 1st V.P. 
called for tht" t"xt"cutivt" report. 
Prt"sidt'nt Alizio surprist'd the 
memb('rs of thE' SE'natt> by stating 
that hE' would not sign tht' Ways 
and ME'ans ('ommiHN"'s Rudgt't 
Rt'commendations for thE' 1974-5 
yE'ar. 
This move. by Alizio. is not a 
VETO. According to the con-
stitution, in order for the 
president to veto a proposal given 
. to him by the senate, he must do 
so within 48 hours. The budget will 
pass as is, but it will not have the 
President's name on it. 
If the budget had been vetoed, 
then it would return to the senate 
where. one of two things could 
happen: the senate could 
override the veto with a 2/3 vote, 
or they could redo the budget. 
After proclaiming that he 
would not sign the Budget 
Recommendations, President 
Alizio provided a list of 12 
justifications (posted below) for 
his actions. Included among them 
was ,a recommendation for the 
addition of an amendment to the 
constitution which reads as 
foHows: That no senator or 
judj~ial board member be 
allowed to sit on SGA while 
holding an office of any other club 
or organization. 
Sa:ys' Joe, "I feel that this 
situation creates a conflict of 
interest. " 
Joe's justifications: 
1. Departmental Services should 
be financed fully. or at least in 
part by the respective depart-
ments.' i.e, field trips. etc. 
2. A watChdog committee to 
oversee the expenditures and 
publicity of funds allocated by 
SGA. 
3. A more equitable distribution 
of funds. 
4. A more in-depth investigation 
of all clubs and organizations 
expendi tures 
for the last three y~ars. 
5. A more precise and organized 
fashion of making allocations. 
6. The recommended amend~ 
ment. 
7. A published set of guidelines 
that would indicate definite 
restrictions on 
how club monies should be spent. 
8. That no faculty or ad-
ministration incur bills that are 
payable from the SGA 
al1ocations--this would put the 
powers of expenditure solely in 
the hands of the students. 
9. Clubs poorly publicize their 
functions and rarely hold func-
tions at a time most convenient to 
the most students. 
10: Little, if any, fund raising 
efforts are undertaken by clubs, 
organizations, or campus 
publications to. contribute to the 
funds allocated. 
11. Three-fourths of the budget 
goes to only 30 clubs. 
12. FinaJly. this present 
procedure of funding places 
unnecessary burdens on the Ways 
and Means Committee, the 
Senate. and the clubs. 
In closing, President Alizio 
said, HThis present pr-ocedure of' 
funding must be changed before 
next May's allocations begin!" 
FLORA M. STUART . 
MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN 
Fi.nal approval was .passed on 
the Flora M. Stuart Fountain by 
the Student Union Board of 
Gov~rnors this week. When 
completed, the fountain behind 
the Union will consist 'of three 
sprays. The center spray, now 
operational, will rise three to four 
feet higher than it ascends 
presently. On either side will be 
placed smaner spraY$ which wiU 
mushroom three feet/to each side 
and rise two and one half feet 
high. Eventually colored lights 
may be added t~ the display but 
they are not planned. The 
beautification behind the Student 
Union will be finished off by 
benches on three sides of the 
fountain. 
The project for finishing the 
I.and . behind the Student Union 
was begun as far back as two 
years ago by the Board of 
Governors. Nod was purchased 
and extensive landscaping. '( 
bushes, walks etc. ) was added. 
The fountain iself was funded by 
BSe's Alumni in memorium to 
FIQra M. Stuart, a past teacher at 
the Burnen School and Executive 
Director of the Alumni 
Association. The ·fountaJn cost 
$2,799,.44 to complete and is 
equipped with a filtration system 
which, barring vandalism.· should 
keep the former reflecting pool a 
sight worth seeing. 
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VoJump LTX Numher 11 Rridgewfltpr State C.ollege .Tnnmr ... v '>:l 197!'i 
s. ELIZABETH POPE EULOGIZED 
hy "J:mry nohf'rty 
1\{i!'~ ~ F.Jizaheth Pope, former 
nf':m of Womf'fJ :md longtim~ 
hpnf'fA('tor of Rridgf'Wflt('r Statt" 
roU",'!/" flip" J:H1Uflf\' 10 aftfor a 
hri,..f illn"c:c: nf"r riNlth :It R!i 
"nflI'd ~Imo .. t .. hf,' ~'",ars .. of 
rripndc:hiJl ~11i1 fOI'm:lth'r sforvict" 
10 R 'IiO; (' 
For thosp who rlid not know 
\fi~~ P"pP, it is hard to ascertain 
thp tipgrf'P to which this woman 
"':1S 10v('(1 hy ro·work~rs and 
"tl1dpnt~ :'Ind thE' :1ffe('t she had on , 
thf' hllilrling of present day 
Rridgf'W:l ff'r 
FIllogjps c;:pokf'n 'at the 
'ff'moriaJ ~l'rvi<'E' on her hehalf 
lnst 'l'h'lIr~day in the Student 
TT"ion "l1rlitorium' helped to 
"nlightf'n fhf' formrr nspect, Dr. 
FlIpn ~hNlrf'~mhf'Ts Snrah 
Fli7.ahpth POpf' for her optimism 
"nrl tif'tl'>rminism pv('n in the most 
';f'li('n tf' :1nrl rliffi.('ult situation~. 
nr R~rnf'tt of th(' Speech mid 
'l'hf':1 t rC' f)r>pnrtmC'nt remf'mhers 
hf'r for hpr thoughtfulness 
''''hlC'h f'xtf'nrlNjm"en to new 
"l(''ll1nintnflrps "11 those who 
\I'''rp oivrn thf' nrPortunity to take 
":lrt in thf' ~r>rvlc(' r('mpmher 
lIfi"c: P"Pf' for h(or f'xtremp love of 
1iff' 
'fiss Pope was requeste<t to 
romp to teach in the Model School 
nntpT Rtlrnpll School) I\tj 
Rriri~("\'flf('r Stfltf' ~ormal School 
in '91 t: Jlr ... "io"c;l~ IiIhfo had bt't'n 
t":-erhin'! "'1('mf'ntar~" school in' 
OUlnr,' 
Tn 1919 t\rthur Royden ap-
nnintpd 1\fiss Pop.,. the first of. an 
flf Womf'n: c::he served in ·this 
t"npncity nntil her retirement in 
'Il~ <\S C::TTPF.RVTSOR OF THE 
'~rtivitip~ of the women 
:tl1ri~nt~,',' l\fiss Pope helped to 
lrgnni7.f' ~ ~tndent rrovernment 
'c::sOl'in tion. 
C::hf' . f'ondu('ted Freshman 
Ohviom:;ly Miss Pope had deep 
'ovp rind rlf'dication for 
RrirlgE'wnfpr' State r.ollege; the 
nf'oplE' who nrp that f'ollege return 
th('1:;p ft'elings, 
Tn lqM. thE> Hoard of Trustees 
t'lRmpd n now wompn's dormitory 
:lftpr hpr-ThE> S R1i7..abeth Pope 
l1psirln(,pHnll Tn 1965, the S. 
_ F.1i?aheth Pope Trust Fund was 
f'stAh1i~h(>d hy the Alumni 
I\c::sOrlRtion to finance scholar-
c::hips nnd ~upport college 
nrolf'C'ts Tn 1972 nt the Com-
mf'ncpmf'nt ('eremonies. Miss 
Popfi wns presented a special 
rollf'gp rommnnity Award in 
1"prognition of her service, 
rn'rrE'ntly n nationwide com-
nptition, the ~,Elizabeth Pope 
Pl:lywriting f'ontest. is underway 
:1t'1d wi] :1wnrd $1,500.00 to the 
:'luthor who produces ttie hest play 
on nn f'duC'stiona1 theme for the 
197f; Ri('entennial. 
C::nrah Rlizabeth Pope wi1l be 
rtrpatly missef hut. obviously, she 
is "0 ml1C'h n part of Bridgewater 
~tatp f'ollege that. like the 
Royrlpns. c:he will never be 
~rif'ntnt;on f'mphasizing the history 
"If thr 'N'ormn 1 Srhool Movement . 
"Inrl narti('ularly Rridgewaters 
nontrihution ~he instructed 
::pnior::: in "Professional Ethics", 
"r~:lni7.pd n C'ommittee on !;ocial 
:'('tivitie~ nnd f'ven gave in-
"'trnrtions in how to give or attend 
Rathskellar 
License Renewed 
'1 tpa' hy nick ~tpadmnn 
For thirtysix ~lNlrs she was the c::tlldf'nt~' frif'oo :lnd ('onfidante. ()vpr f'hristmas vacation the 
"'''om .Tlln(', 19!1fi nntH 1970 Miss RridgpwAter Splectman voted 2-1 
POJ1f' rnrriE'o'thE' position of full- in favor 'of renewing the 
tim" f'''{(>('utive c::ecrE'tary for the 'Rnthskpl1E>r heer :lnd wine license 
""f\1n1 \o:;o:;o('hltion, H('rin- _ for ~')nother vear. The only 
"!1"!lN' ",n.e; nJlJlnrf'nf h('t'(" Cllso. rfissenting vote C'ame from 
(,hairm:m L:vom; wh stated that 
hE" rlio it on a mfltter of principle, 
"'though ('ertain restrictions 
\\'prE" pla('ed on Ra thskeller 
npprating hours, Director Ed-
W:iro Mpany ('aBed the deeision 
:111 "otp of ('onfidence for, the 
c:tllopnt-R. 
FIRE GUTS ROOM 
IN DURGIN 
Profe~~or Normfln Johnson 
rmo hiJ=;· neighborhood association 
1\Tnthing it "f'em~, "raws n 
largf'f ('rown 'of peoplE' than n 
fpl1mA' hllm;1n's misfortunes, Thp 
t.:'nnpnt" fI' Rriri~4'w:ltf'I' TU'O\'f>d to 
h" IlO tfifff"I'l'nf whf'n nl Jl"{'('isly 
lI·go P \1 WnF.~ \10ST JI.'\D 
\"~'O"~ OF ~PF.~D'~r. \U. 
rn \ 1'\11\1I"1(L on the 
"'\'F1\:'''r. OF ON'f'mhN' 15th a 
'fit'p 'fnt I ptf n oom :;2~ in Durgin 
"fin h'onif'lln" fllr c:nm{' W{,f'k-
in whirh fhl' dio:;pla" ('ac:f' i l~ thil' 
",.jon hl'1rl ftil"tllrf'~ .,('01n-
'Il l l'mm'nfinn: th,. :iO!h \nlli"f"I""ar~' 
"f 11,,.. "CorNl' Fit'"'' of R!'O:C. 
FTRF't\TARl\fS "1' THEH:m 
. worry ff'w <:0 \\'hf'n thE' alarm 
first ","nt off no onE" payed nt· 
. tpntinn othpr to groan nnn wonder 
WHn PHT.T ,F.O IT THTS Tnyt;'R') ! I! 
nt"~ rlS thp c::tlldpnts filf'Ci oufside. 
firf' fr11rks nrrivf'd. n thin line of 
THEFTS IN UNION 
by nick StE'adman 
1'he Student 
Hnion ('olor tpjf'vision which was 
~tolen hE"fore varation was 
recovE'r(>d rE'cently on nn alleged 
tip from n T,V repairman, The 
two re'rson~ res.pom~ihle for the' 
thf'ft fifE' \1nd€'r~tood to he former 
RSr students, ',Tn similar 
nrtion rluring the .fall per· 
formflnrE"s of the ('hildren's 
1'hE'atre.fl voung man was seen 
poing through articles of clothing 
in' th(> rlrpssing rooms of the 
:lI1f!itorium T Tpon investigation 
nrproxim('ttf'ly one hundred 
tiolJars W:l~ missing along with 
othE'r sm:lll \,flluablf\s, ' 
THIS 1\1' 1\ N WAS I lATER SEEN 
TN THB StudE"nt l'nion. and upon 
qnf'stionjn~ ngrf'f'd to r",tt,rn an 
'hf' stolfon proprrty, The' Orama' 
('Juh has inrrf'nsNl th('ir s('('urity 
nlf'alilllrf'S to dis("onragf' rutu're 
in("idpn('(''i:, 
Tnr€'act-ion to the recent thefts, a 
high Ipv€'l mPE'ting 0& persons in 
rhflrge of s€'curity in B.S,C, 
hui1dings is to hE" held soon to 
rljSrtlsS what stf'P~ to insure 
hettE'r protection, Tn nn im~ 
mf'difltp movE' to secure the 
l Tnion. orgRni7.atiom, such as the 
nrflmn f'lub nnd the f'OMMENT 
who had hE"pn R 110w('d to stay 
nftE"r hours for rehearsals nnd 
nronH('tion of thE" newspaper will 
hE' forrf'd to "acflt€' the huilding at 
thE' rE'gular ('losing hours. 
c:mnkef'olllrl hf' seE'n C'reE'ping nver'~ .,t 
fh(' .top nf nll~gin. nnd ns they J .~, 
rNlhzprl thrtt thls wns il real fire ,. .11t;i~ia~~i~~~ 
f',{f'itpmf'nt "pt ·in · Two other restrictions were 
. Por R~h Of'Yollng. who had a(,pd on the license, 'One of 
h(,pn c::tndving on thE' first floor of 
'hf' f>'irl'~ "idE'. it wns the Rathskellf'r a half hour earlier, 111!llii~i~lii included the closing of the ~!irrifying reali7.ation that his 12'00 on wpekendsand 11:00 on 'i~()om :mc1 f'vprything he owned., ~l1nday through Thursday nights. "':1~ hping rl~trovE'd hy the .. _ ..... .....,ni 
. . ThE' ()th~r restriction accepted 
f1nmf'~ Hf'king th(>hrickR, on the' wrts n C'ampus plice ('rosier patrol 
O1ltc::irlp \\';')11~ For his roommnte ~~~ .......... ~5l;;~;;;;;r!l~fn~the nrea during closing time, ~tf'Vf' ~lJn who W:1~ not in the 
norm :1t thE' timf'. th~re was th~ 
~hof'k of f'oming' hack to n' 
~omnndPOAA~~OMfuatWNeno~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ longpr thpT"P " rrrO\~p of stl1df'nt~ living in 
fh~ room" <'::llrrollnding !i'2R hroke 
into thp room to mnkf' c;:uri;l that no > 
"np \"':1~ thprp. "It took six of us 
~nrl n f'hnir'" onE> h" told nlf'. :A nd 
whf'n wP, finally got th(' door open 
thf' <;:mnkf' tn<lt J1OlIrE"d out wns so 
hot it knhC'kf'o llS flat ngainst the 
Il'n 11 \\',.. ronlrfn't f!£>t near the 
nl:lC'P' .. onp of liS got the fire (>x-
tinglli~h('r :1nrl <;prnypd it into the 
room von c::h111rl hnvp hNtrd the 
('nrsin~ \\'hrn :111 that ramf' out 
"'~s n c:ix inrh h:i'rklf' <:;omp jerk 
hnrl hp(>n nlRying with it f':\rlier in 
. ~f'w<; of thf' fif(' c;pread 
rmkklv, c;tllrlpnts from low('r 
~amnils fost no tim(' in g(>tting to 
t hI" Hil'l to <;E'f' ",hat wns going on. 
_ ~mn 11 rlt1st~rs nf pE'ople were 
nointTng, am"rlSp>aking' 'luickly to 
f'[lch othpr: . "Whose, room was 
it?" "W:1S nnyonp hurt?" Others 
r1imh~n to thf' top nf thE' TIm to get 
:l. hf'ttpr look, somp ('ursed for 
h:l"ing thpir c;:turlying in~ 
Il'rrllptpo. :"Inn .f'vf'~~onE" won-
~prpd· "Hn\.,,?" 
T wns with Rnh whE'n Dcan 
Of'f'P nskf'rl him that 'lu('stion. "I 
think T lpft :l l";'Indl(' hurning in my 
)'oom '1 Roh<;nid, 
" mE"eting of aU the residents 
in Durgin was called im· 
mf'diately. all boys would be 
n l1oWE'd to enter their rooms in 
shifts according to floors. Boys on 
the fifth floor would be let up in 
intervals to get what they needed 
for the night and came back 
rlown. An boys whose rooms were 
~oo marred to sleep in would have 
to .~ack out with a friend for the 
night. and "sorry, no finals would 
he cancelled." 
TmmE'diately all Christmas 
rlecor.ations. especially live trees, 
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JoAnn Merzigian Sports Editor 
All children have a need to learn, 
all children can learn, all children 
have a right to learn. To some, 
learning is different and difficult due 
to physical or mental handicaps. But 
there must be an education 
available to all of us. Where should 
you go for help? Who should you 
turn to for information on the best 
possible education for your child? 
Does anyone have an answer? 
There are places to turn to, and 
,there are people who know the 
,answers to these questions and 
others concerning laws including 
Chapter 766 and P.L. 94-142, which 












November 3, 1977 
Discrimination /No Barrier 
covering all' areas of civil rights; 
education, vocation, employment, 
social service programs, etc. 
Patricia Barisemar and Phyllis 
Snearson were guests at the 
Children's Developmental and 
Adaptive Clinic last Saturday. They 
are involved in an organization--The, 
Federation for Children With 
Special Needs--they know where 
and who you can turn to as an' 
interested parent, relative or friend 
of a special needs child. Both 
woman, in the past, had questions 
similar to these, but could find no 
one with the answers. Each woman 
has a handicapped child, so a first 
hand description of a parents 
problem, trying to educate their 
child, was given. 
The Federation for Children with 
. Special Needs is a center for parents 
and parent organizations to work 
tosether to better serve children 
wi;:}), special needs and their families. 
This 'organization is funded by 
representing children with various 
disabilities. They are organized to 
help promote this State's new 
sp~cial ,education law Chapter 766, 
.an'd to aid its effective 
implementation. 
F.C.S.N. operates a center in this 
area located at 120 Boyalston St. 
Boston, Ma. 0211t)..-Suite 338. The 
center is run primarily by parents of 
special needs children for parents of 
special needs children to help to 
support and answer questions of 
their rights as a parent supporting 
their child's education. 
. The center offers an extensive 
research library, available to 
anyone, including information on 
special education, 'current laws, 
financial 'information and, much 
more. Students are encouraged to 
use the center in order to research 
projects in special education, 
adaptive 'physical education, or 
education and laws concerning the 
special needs child. Also offered is 
· information collected and prepared 
by parents for parents--an advocacy 
training program to train parents in 
766 in detail,information and referral 
services for existing programs, and 
· a brand new existing program--the 
Surrogate Parent. This program is 
for children in institutions who may 
· not· have these educational 
opportunities; but would have 
someone fighting for them. A 
substitute parent is provided for 
them. 
Both Ms.' Barisemar and Ms. 
Snearson became 'involved with the 
program initially, because of the 
demands of an education for their' 
own children. They agreed that 
educational 'opportunities are 
beginning to blossom~ but they find 
that opportunites in physical 
education and recreation for the 
handicapped, are lacking.~Students 
interested in persuing an adaptive 
phYSical education carrer will find 
themselves wH h more open 
opportunites anJ . should 'begin 
working on specIal r~creation 
projects n"pw. A thrust in the 
adaptive program snouldcqme 
within the next 5 to 10 years~ Most 
parents fighting for an edl,lcation tOt 
the handicapped .. child find that 
physical education for their childrer 
is equally as important in helping 2 
child (or adult) improve identity anc 
self esteem. 
Most money new being funded i! 
being pooled into special educatior 
rather than physical education. 
In conclusion both woman agree( 
that'the new wave of the future wi] 
be in physical education and tha 
ALL special needs children will bt 
treated with respect not isolation. 
News From The ISA 
This is Michele Fishman-Lepietre year. "During the first summer," 
from France. . . Michele says, "my main 'occupation 
Michele is one of the very few was watching 1V which helped me a 
international students at the college lot to improve my fair English 
from Europe. Like her German vocabulary." She passed the Test of 
mother, who left her country to get English as a Foreign Language 
married abroad, Michele left France (TOEFL) at Boston University; this 
in 1975 and became the wife of an test is required by all foreign 
American high school teacher at students who apply at an American 
Bridgewater. She now lives with her college. 
husband (who speaks French Thus, Michele came to BSC as a 
fl!lently) in Mansfield and commutes language major when s~e already 
to sse where she i$ in her junior, . was familiar with the American way 
of life and already had travelled in , 
the new country. But she wasn't 
spared of CUfficulties in adjusting to a 
new culture. ''There are things," she 
says, "you really get used to quickly, 
like food. and the fact that some 
things are bigger here than in 
Europe, such as cars, 9istances, or 
stores ... you also stop reaching for 
handshakes10wards anybody when 
for the third time you ~. ., e only 
Continued 4 '"'Qe 3 
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Mass. State ColJege System Week: 
Colleges Stress Contemporary . Image 
by Sue As'Ci 
The week of October 14th 
through the 22nd has been 
designated as· Massachusetts State 
College System week. 
"The program is an effort to get 
across to the public, a 
contemporary image of the state 
college system," said Dr. Anderson, 
who is also the Academic Dean at 
BSC. "For years, many people have 
had the idea of the state colleges, in 
general, that they are still normal 
schools (teaching schools). There's 
very little awareness that state 
colleges have more programs other 
than teaching," Anderson noted. 
The wek begins with an 
invitational dinner on Saturday 
evening, October 14th. Invitations 
are being received by legislators, 
executives of businesses from the 
area,' publishers, media fJeople, 
some key people in the field of 
education, and some of the sse 
staff. 
'Chancellor James Hammond 
who is-the chancellor of the entir~ 
Massachusetts State College 
System, will be a featured speaker. 
He will probably deliver a picture of 
the whole Mass. State College 
System. 
Structure of MSSA 
There will alsO' be a multi-media 
show presented which reflects 
various aspects of the college. A 
c h 0 r a I g r o· u p will pro v ide 
entertainment. 
An Open House at the entire 
college will take place on October 
15th. The entire community, 
parents, prospective students and 
their parents are all'welcome. 
"Exhibits will be set up in various 
places," Dean Anderson said. 
"Various divisions and departments 
are preparing exhibits. Also, people 
will be available to· talk about 
different programs. Student guides 
will be present." 
There will also be some 
demonstrations, such as a 
demonstration of the electron 
microscope for example, during the 
day and refreshments will be served. 
A morning session will be held on 
Tuesday, followd by a luncheon. 
"Counsellors from high schools, 
and from community and junior 
colleges will attend. We will acquaint 
them with the campus," Dean 
Anderson stated. "It is helpful for 
t~em in giving advice to students. 
M.S.S.A.: 
It's also an opportunity for them to 
talk with various department 
members. 
Wednesday will be a similar day. 
Business people, others from 
industry and various agencies will 
attend. Job placement will be 
discussed; Dean Anderson will 
deliver a presentation on Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 
BSe will present the play 
Camelot on Thursday, FriClay. and 
Saturday. A dinner will follow after 
the Saturday evening performance. 
Further events and details will 
announced. 
A group of people are working on 
the program. The week-long 
program has never been done 
before. The Mass. State College 
System is made up of ten campuses. 
Similar programs will be going on at 
each of the state colleges. 
"There's been a great deal of 
discussion of, the state college 
system," Dean Anderson said."We 
are trying to get across the message 
that the State College relates 
directly to th€ needs of the 
community and offers great 
opportunities to students." 
Dean Andersoh, Academic 
Dean of the college describes 
what Mass. State College 
System Week is all about .. 
Lobbying for Higher Education 
Local chaPt~rs are formed and managed by each 
campus's student government. The central steering 
committee of the MSSA is the Executive Board, com-
posed of four' officers who hold the responsibility for the 
MSSA corporation; the Regional Coordinators act as link 
between the local chapter and LAB office and the Student 
Trustees . whosjt on the five 'segmental boards. The 
Executive Board prespares the agenda for MSSA 
membership meetings and acts' on the· behalf of the 
membership iit emergency situations. 
Time passes, leaving Its mark 
upon everthing it touches. Among 
those things which have changed 
must be included the mechaniCs of 
politics .. Once, legislators were 
more responsive to their 
constituents desires. Today. by 
contrast, the political system 
includes a middle ground where 
special interests can communicate 
directly with the law makers. We are 
in the age of the lobbyist. One may 
now find it. more advantageous. to 
align with others who share their 
A New Place to Learn 
On· their way to the Great Hill 
Parking Lot, many students pass by 
a building site on Burrill Ave. each 
day. The new building will combine a 
lab. schoo! and an academic class 
and· office building. 
"Realistically, it should be 
completed by September 1980," 
said Mr. Ed Meany, Director of 
Planning and Development. 
The single story section of the 
building will be the lab school. Some 
students from the Burnell School 
will be . transferred there. These 
students are prospective teachers 
learning teaching techniques under 
the supt.;!rvision of professional 
teachers. Also, some teachers out in 
the. field in public schools will be 
retrained with some new techniques 
and new theory, for example, u'nder 
the Master's Program. 
"The new facility will serve two 
regional objectives," Mr. Meany 
said, "a strong diagnostic service 
center and 'a n in· s e r vic e 
instructional· cet:lter." 
The pupils will be from the town of 
Bridgewater. 
"One classroom for each grade 
(12-4) will be equipped for remote 
video," Mr. Meany said. ''The 
student teacher can video tape the 
l~son and observe it later." 
The rooms will feature increased . 
lighting and miGrophones in the 
ceiling. This provides that there. will 
be no disturbance to the natural 
setting in the room. 
"'The third story section of the 
building 'Will house twenty-one 
college classrooms and has the 
capacity to house ninety faculty 
offices," he explained. 
l'he building will house a 
cafetorium a gym, science and art 
rooms, a large resource center, and 
an area for story-telling. 
The total of the two sections will 
enclose an area of one hundred and 
sixteen square feet. The offices to 
be located in the new bUilding have 
not yet been cho~en. 
This is the buildirlg'tite of the newilab:sthdol'~rid;academic"chlssaridoffice building, d.k to be 
complete in September of 1980. . 
viewpoint to present a unified: 
powerful voice. 
The Massac-husetts State 
Students' Assciciatlonis such' a 
flToup. Representing ti:le interests of 
its member institutions, the 
M.S.S.A. works closely with the 
state houses sponsoring legislation 
and insuring that its voice is heard. 
The organization has, as its 
purpose, the lobbying for the rights 
of public college .'. and university 
students. 
This focus, though singula(. is 
not narrow. A wide range of topics 
are . dealt· with at the Legislative 
Advocacy Bureau (LAB), the 
lobbying and organizing branch of 
M.S.S.A. According to coordinator 
Jim Posgay I things are at a hectic 
pace right l)ow"with the upcoming 
elections. The Association is 
pressing the candidates to make a 
definite commitment to public 
higher education: Failure of the tax 
reorganization plan in November 
would likely result in a Proposition 
.13 resolution. If this were to occur, a 
thirty to fifty per cent cut in the 
allowances to. higher education 
could be expected. 
The Association is not merely 
defensive though. Vowed to a 
. continued drive to campaign. for 
better quality education, the 
organization is also presenting their 
ideas for making public higher 
education . more accessible to all 
classes of people." 
Th,e Association consists 
~esently ot nineteen of the $t~e's 
thirty pub6c institutions, including 
Bridgewa~er . 
Fundingjs primarily through 
memberShip dues with a proposed 
budget of $14.214. 
AU malor policy decisions are set 
by the Gerieral Assembly which met 
this weekend. Bridgewater was 
represented in the person of Kim 
Cleghorn. . . 
Among topiCs discussed at the 
assembly were M.S.S.A. sponsored 
bills soon 'to be filed before the 
legislature. These proposals would 
in effecfgrant students rights at the 
collective bargaining table; place 
students on the Building Authorities . 
at U-Mass, U-Lowell and at the state 
colleges; and grant stugents access 
to course and teacher evaluation 
material collected by the 
institutions. 
According to M.S.S.A. officials, 
this is but the beginnirig of what is 
hoped will be'. a long standing 
student commitment to quality 
education. The Association intends 
to make its presence felt .in 
Massachusetts politics .. In order to " 
do so, however, active· support on 
the campus level will be a necessary 
. factor. The membEr instituions are 
urged to promote grass . root 
support of M.5.S.A. issues. The 
LAB office has promised assistance 
to any members sending student-
lobbyists to the next Congress. This 
assistance WIll be in the form- of 
research, .advice and lodging. . 
Anyone wishing to become active 
in the M.S.S.A. should se~ ~ISilva. 
SGA President a.nd regional 
M.S.S.A. coordinator. Given 
sufficient support on the state's 
campuses, the· M.S.S.A. could 
become a very inftuential factor in 
Masuchus,:tts politics. 
Thia Week 
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Students to 
by Karen Tobin 
On Tuesday, February 27, 
President Rondileau announced his 
decision on the campus minimum 
wage question. Beginning on March 
1, all students employed by 
Bridgewater State College will 
receive the federal minimum wage 
of $2.90 per hour. 
Dr. Rondileau explained the 
decision, ·"We studied the situation 
very carefully. We came to the best 
decision we could in view of the very 
scarce fund available and in terms of 
the good of all concerned, both 
students and the college in general. '" 
The decision will apply to all areas of 
the college-·the Library, Student 
Union and Work-Study program··in 
order to maintain consistency 
according to Dr. Rondileau. "This is 
an AII·Colleqe decision," he said .. 
Interview: 
The Comment attempted to 
contact Dr. Richard Veno, the 
Director of the Student Union, Dr. 
Owen McGowan, the Head 
Librarian, and David Morwick, the 
Financial Aid Officer to find out their 
reactions to Dr. Rondileau's 
announcement. Dr. Veno was out 
(on business) and therefore could 
not comment. Dr. McGowen. Head 
Librarian, saId that the raise in 
minimum wage will not have any 
major effect \. except a possible 
decrease in Work-Study hours. He 
doubts that there will· be any· 
decrease in hours for any other 
student employment programs in 
the Library, this semester, but that 
they will have to plan according to 
the· new wage rate. McGowan 
added, 1'm pleased that the 
Bridgewater State College March 1, 1979 
Receive Minimum 
students are getting it. Minimum 
wage is tow enough in these days of 
inflation." 
David Morwick, Financial Aid 
Officer, said that the new minimum 
wage should not adversely effect the 
College Work·Study Program--
people will simply'eaam their money 
more quickly. He noted there is the 
possibility that some of this year's 
awards may be increased but this is 
very uncertain. 
It should be noted that this 
decision does not apply to Custom 
Food Servjces or the College 
Bookstore. The Bookstore has 
been paying $2.90 since the federal 
increase in January. Custom Foods 
has been paying $2.65 per hour and 
has flot yet decided whether or not it 
will pay the $2.~ wage. 
Veno Discusses Union Letter frOID Dr. Rondileau Mr. Albert E. Silva. Jr. 
President by Vicki Smialek appointment over election ·to this 
Lately, the Student Union and its body? . . . 
director, Dr. Richard Veno, have DR. VENO: Sure, In early April-
been the targets of many students actually, in March-·J'm required by 
seeking 'clear answers to their our [Board of Governors] 
questions; on campUs IssUes. THE constitution.toputup notices that 
COMMENT hopes that the students may apply for the Board of 
following interview with Dr. Veno . Governors and/or Program 
will be a step toward Clarifying Committee. Then, after a certain 
Student Union procedures and amount oftime for [the applications], 
dispelling rumors. to have been available and turned 
DR. VENO: First of all, may I just back in, an all·campus nominating: 
thank you tor the opportunity to group convenes. This group is 
express my views in this format. I composed not just of the Boardoi 
think it's really important that a Governor members; ·it consists oi 
more factual representation of the the senior members of the Board, 
things that have been discussed the' President of the Student 
recently is presented to the campus Government Association, twa 
for its consideration. mem.bers of, the Student 
THE COMMENT: Dr. Veno, GO'Jemment [Association], the' 
could you explain the procedure for President of the Alumni Association 
appointing a person to the Board of and, in the past, the Chairperson of 
Governors, and then state ,your the Fa cult y C 0 u n c i I. 0 u r 
opinion on the advanta~ of constitution will be' changed this 
Theatre ·Program: 
year, I believe, toaccomodate some' 
equivalent person 10 that there will 
be faculty input. Nominations are; 
made by thai group-oat least t'NO 
persons fOf each vacant seat. For 
&tudetiq;.~tlw nonU~tion$ atemad~ 
[on the basis of] commuter or 
resident status. There are presently 
six of each, plus one student from 
the "Program of Continufng 
Educaf.on. ThiS group makes its 
.I'ominations to [President 
Rondileau], then the President 
selects all members of the board. 
including students, faculty. and 
staff, according to his own criteria. 
You asked for my owr\ .opinion 
about that system. I would have to 
say that it has not only served us 
reaJly well in the past, but it has 
become a model for other schools to 
try to· adopt. When this Student 
~nion first was built-around 1970. ~ 
.' . (Cont- on p.4) 
Student Government Association 
~ubject: Fol1ow-up of our pt'eviouscorrespondence re Minimum Wage. 
I.e.; your letter of January 25. and my letters of January ® and February 
~H~ , 
Dear President Silva: 
This is to let you know that effective with work performed from March 
1st, 1979 on, al1 student workers employed fr.om on the Campus will be 
paid according to the rate established by Federal Minimum Wage 




Ed. Services fe,e 
Ballot Upcoming 
Pro 
Major Grows, Faculty Shrinks 
The Educational Services Trust be recommended for at least 4 years 
Fund Commit'tee has again from this September. The 
recommendes to President Committee recoQnizedthe financial' 
Rondileau that the Educational problems that any 'fee increase 
Services Fee be increased from would create for students but felt 
'$8/semester to $12/semester. This· that the increase was necessary ·to 
fee increase would tc.ke effect in maintain the current level of 
September 1979. It was the hope of instruction atBSC. ,. 
the committee that no other ':&"'heEducational~·cesFeehas 
Educational Services- Fee increases .' (Cont on p.-lO) by Karen Tobin to grow or even to remain at its 
B$.C:s theatre students are very present ievel,additional faculty 
concerned about the future of the members are badly needed .. 
theatre program and department. The problem began in 1975, when 
Ensemble . Theatre president a full time faculty member, Karen 
Donald Capen discussed·· the DuBin, retired ,and was'· not '. 
problem with' The' Comment replaced. Since Or. DuBin retired, 
recently. Over the pastsev~aI the Choral Speaking . program, 
years, the nember of theatre .maJors • usually an .integral part of any 
has m.ofe than quadrupled, but the, th~tre program, has not existed. 
number of faculty members has The Pfoblembecame more severe' 
decreased. In order for the program wtwn in 197&. full time professor Lee 
Dunne b~c'illme, department 
c~rperson·ahd her teaching hours 
wereiherefore.reduced t.o part-time 
status. Another loss occured with 
the state standardization of job titles 
Con 
throughout the state college Next WeoneIday, March 7th, 
system. Robert J. Barnett, there wm be a referendum question 
chairperson of the Division .of on your SGA officer'. ballot 
Creative Art and part,time ;c~nceming the possible raising.of a 
instructor became a Dean, ,f and fee known as' the Educational 
therefore can no longer teach.or Services Fee. 1be committee which 
direct. This means that a total of two -wersees and aDocates the money 
faculty members have been Ioet. ~Dected by this fee has voted to 
instituted to tePIace ~ory and 
studio fees.. 
If should be noted' that this fee 
fin( went into effect for· the Fall 
semuter of 19n. This mans that 
the fee is only two years Old and 
already an increase is being 
requested. Although thecommittee 
is requestinG the incr~ to·$}2 net: 
(Cont. ~:m p. 10) Since 1971, the need . for a request an increase from $8 to $12· technical person has been great. per semester. This fee was originady 
Since productions moved'from the .... _____________ .-i __ ..... IIIIJIIIII _______ ... 
What's on Your Mind? 
Horace Mann Audit.orium to the. 
Student Union Auditorium, the . 
technical needs .of the theatre 
department have increased greatly. 
A technical person would supervise 
the technical aspects oHhe theatre, On TueSday, March 6, at 11-l2 the SGA is sponsoring an Open 
supervise the use of power . Forum. The meeting will be run in a"town meeting fashion. S.G.A. 
equipment·an4 teach some classes. president AI Silva will act as Moderator and senators from each class will 
Students and current faculty 'be on hand to answer various questions. . , 
members have suggested that two The intention of this Open Forum is to try to answer questions you 
new facultY members are needed to may have and find outwhat ways the S.G.A.can serve you. So~ of the 
improve the situation; one technical suggested topics for disc'-'$$ion will be: th4! food and health services, 
person/instructor and one other teacher certification,· the drlnkirig age, appropration .of student funds, 
instructor to' replace those wh.o registration. renovatiOn of Boyden Hall, use of gyrnraasium, and anything 
have been lost Or who's hours have else you' may be interested in. .' 
been· reduced. - This is yourc~c.~ ~o vo~·an Qpinion on issu~ concerning You. We 
As a resultOft~faculW&I\C!~~~ h:opet() ~(Y()U: t~e~;' '~, ','.' .. .. ,:' . ' 
, . . ... (Cot}t;'onp.101" ..... _________ ··_,· _______ IIIIII!IIII _____ ..... 








Once again it's that time of year Caprice trunk lid down.) The drive 
when millions of americans will dig home must be taken slowly very 
downdeep in their (A) closets) (B) slowly. Not only will the tree make 
cellars. C). attics to emerge with your Pinto look like a four wheeled 
their flame retardent, fade resistant shrub, but they do nothing for 
( a faded fake would be a problem _ aerodynamics. 
unJessyou could rotate it in the light Set up time for the artificial tree is 
now and then so that it faded evenly 4 hours and 37 minutes, fours hours 
so that you mig~q).e.able to pass it to translate the .... qirections fr.om 
9ff a very full white pine) . non~ Japanese and 37 minutes to put it 
allergEmic imita:tion : scotch pine. together>Set up time for the real 
Recently I saw a tree that was made tree is 4 hours and 37 minutes, the 
entirely of plastic andsteel wire with 37 minutes to get it off the roof and 
absolutely no wood in it anywhere (- into the house, 4 hours to get it 
amazing what science can acheive-- into the house, 4 hours to get it to 
a woodless tree!) There are stand up with out falling over when 
advantages to the fakes such as you you try to hang an ornament on it. 
only have to buy it once in a nice The problem is that tree stands are 
warm department store. A tree that designed for the ideal tree, one with 
will be seven feet tall when a straight trunk and the same 
assembled comes in a box that fits number of branches aU the way 
easily in the back seat of a Pjnto with around. It doesn't exist. You either 
numerous gifts. have to nail the stand to the floor or 
Buying a real tree is a little moer in the case of concrete floors, bolt it 
complex first you've got to do it to a peice of plywood. If it is a rather 
every year, second they're not large and heavy specimen' it pays to 
getting any cheaper and third it isn't tie the top of it to something .. 
easy to find 'a good one. Actually once assembled and decorated 
that last statement isn't entirely the fake looks fake, requires no 
true. There are good ones it's just water and smells like fresh cut 
that they're always to tall or too polypropylene. Aerosalaprays are 
short, all the ones. that are the right available but they smell like pine-
size are plauged with bald sol.Tne real tree looks like a real' 
spots.Trees are always sold like . tree, smells like a real tree and 
meat, with the good side facing the requires lots of water, regularly. 
general public. Once you find one Numerous companiessellandev ">ry 
'with a bald spot you figure you can grandmother knows something tp~t 
hide by turning it toward the wall, you can add to the wter to keep the 
you've got to get it home. In the lid needles from' falling off.None of 
days when the typical family car wa? them work. 
a Ch~0.C~price fou;do~r with a When the holiday season is over 
small block V~8 automtic all the trimming ,lights and 
transmission and a trunk that could ornaments must be removed.After 
hold a ten speed bicycle (fully this is done the trees must be 
assembled) four peices of luggage, a removed, 
real spare tire and still close, The fake needs only to be 
bringing home the .tree was simple. disassembled and put back into its 
All one had to do was stuff 6 of it's 8 box thats the problem, getting it 
foot lenth into the trunk and bring 2E back into the box. There ar~ only 37 
inches of· rope to the tie lid down people in the world that know how 
with. This simply won't work with a to do it properly, 25. live in Japan,9 in 
Pinto. The only way to carry a tree taiwan,·the othre three are being 
on today's subcompact is to tie it to treated. for various psycological 
the rbot. This poses a problem there disorde~s. . 
are only' four things on the entire. Once you pry the stand from the' 
Tree 
outside of the car to tie it to 2 floor on the real tree and start to 
doorhandles and two bumpers. The move it 87% of the needles will leap 
door .handles are out for obvious from the branches and burrow their 
reasons.(if you can 3t figure out way into the rug fiber,where they 
Typical realistic artificial tree,courtesy ot the qffice 'of St.udent Life. 
what those reasons are buy a fake will remain until September. There leave it out there. This is fine unless the five was an accident~-... then 
one) So yoU' 're left with the is also the prohblen of disposakl.Your you consider this littering and have a there is always· the' possibility that 
bumpers. Bring: lots of rop' e trashman mig t refuse to ta e it. conscl'en' ceo 'After' a number of l..l 11 
- . --,. ~ you cou ;..I cutit up into pieces sma (Christmas tree dealers never have You sure as hell don't want to take it years you could also run out of enough to. fit in garbage bags aan 
any rope any longer than. the 28 anywhere in your car .. If you live space. You .cooJd burnit,but this hope youttrash~an'doesti't 
inches required to hold a "67" chevy nei;\f a~~ woods of any size you can might violate local laws. Of course if notice.( HelpfulHint;'don'fusedear 
bags) 
All this considered which should 
you buy? A real one of course fake 
ones are dishonest and nO.funat all. 
..... 1WI·· ...................... ~t1lIbdl .......... ,..... ,~~ 
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at ion I Hear 
f [, ff'ff fhp 
J! __ " I!,. "'~IJ """.- 1".- iL., C.:,...·" 'l., '''-T''- act od in 
our fife ~e t1 re aft) ,PJe 
.g Nit our life we 
'Ni[[{ns-to ll.dnut )')e are oped. v d set 10 _ 
Kll0lrJ we are -l1ot aC[ we cOlL[d be; we an sii [[ 
· J QurneHin& '"' CHJaJY-WC aye Ll1CO)1tp{et(0omdirnes __ 
_ Conery sometimes he{p{ws.lfet Christmas is a 
i,true toref[ect Qrl the Sir~h of ChrLsthlho is . 
our SOlLier: Qf jOH, hO)X)dnd jILfjif[ment. 
Jf{a j7f,-- YOU ha.ve c1 5[cssed Ch,rishnas ~eason. , {d 
t 
